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NOTE: Please remember that following  ‘answers’ are NOT ‘model answers’. They 

are NOT synopsis too if we go by definition of the term. What we are providing is 

content that both meets demand of the question and at the same time gives you 

extra points in the form of background information. 
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General Studies Paper - II 
 

Topic:   Indian Constitution- historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, 

significant provisions and basic structure 

Q) Critically analyse observations made by the Supreme Court in the Binoy Viswam v. 

Union of India case. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :-  The Binoy Viswam vs. Union Of India case has given verdict as follows :- 

In these three writ petitions filed by the petitioners, who claim themselves to be pubic spirited  persons, challenge is laid 

to the constitutional validity of Section 139AA of the Income Tax Act, 1961 (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Act’), which 

provision has been inserted by the amendment to the said Act vide Finance Act, 2017. Section 139AA of the Act reads as 

under: 

“Quoting of Aadhaar number. – (1) Every person who is eligible to obtain Aadhaar number shall, on or after the 1st day 

of July, 2017, quote Aadhaar number– 

(i) in the application form for allotment of permanent account number; 

(ii) in the return of income: Provided that where the person does not possess the Aadhaar Number, the 

Enrolment ID of Aadhaar application form issued to him at the time of enrolment shall be quoted in the 

application for permanent account number or, as the case may be, in the return of income furnished by him. 

(2) Every person who has been allotted permanent account number as on the 1st day of July, 2017, and who is eligible 

to obtain Aadhaar number, shall intimate his Aadhaar number to such authority in such form and manner as may be 

prescribed, on or before a date to be notified by the Central Government in the Official Gazette: Provided that in case of 

failure to intimate the Aadhaar number, the permanent account number allotted to the person shall be deemed to be 

invalid and the other provisions of this Act shall apply, as if the person had not  applied for allotment of permanent 

account number. 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS :- 

 The petitioners before the court had argued that the provision, which makes it obligatory on individuals filing 

income tax returns to link their permanent account numbers (PAN) to their Aadhaar, was unconstitutional as it, 

among other things, infringed a number of fundamental rights. 

 By making it mandatory, ‘Right to equality’ (Article 14) will be affected as the ‘State’ will discriminate between 

haves and have nots (in terms of AADHAAR) on the basis of providing services. 

 Along with the above it will choke the ‘right to choice’ which comes under the ‘Right to freedom’ (article 19). 

 The Supreme Court essentially stuck to judicial restraint in this case. The court underlined the fact that it will not 

question the intelligence of the legislature to frame laws, unless the law clearly violated any fundamental right or 

went against the spirit of the constitution. 

 An underlying implication is that the court doesn’t recognize Right of Privacy to be violated in this court. It held 

that the government has the right to take the essentials for Aadhar, if the scheme was for the common good for the 

larger population. 

 In the hearing the court however, didn’t question the feasibility of Aadhar and PAN linkage in curbing Tax leaks or 

Black money. Nor did it entertain the fact that it violated right against discrimination where the tax filer has to part 

from their privacy and the non tax filers does not. 

Conclusion :- The supreme court’s verdict has created a space for the government to link more schemes to Aadhaar. 

The Aadhaar is a positive change and will help plug many issues currently in the public systems but it must be done 

smoothly without unnecessarily harassing the common man. While assisting the government in curbing tax evasion can 

be described a positive step, judiciary should ensure that proposed legislation meets the dictum of law and justice 

completely. 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Topic:  Comparison of the Indian constitutional scheme with that of other countries 

Q) Compare and contrast electoral system and its management in India and Britain. (200 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Though India follows largely British political system, there are both similarities and difference in their election 

processes. These similarities and differences have been summed up as follows. 

Comparing and contrasting the electoral system of India and Britain- 

 The first significant difference is that in India, the Election Commission of India (ECI) decides the dates for the 

elections, whereas in the UK, the date was always decided by the prime minister, giving the ruling party a political 

advantage. This surely went against the principle of a level playing field. In 2011, therefore, the old system was 

changed to a fixed date election — May 7, every five years. However there is no clarity what happens to this date if 

mid-term election takes place. 

 India’s Lok-Sabha and Britain’s House of Commons are counterparts of each-other to which voters directly elect 

their representatives. But the size of the house and the parliamentary constituencies differ enormously. The size of 

the Indian electorate is 20 times that of the UK which almost corresponds to the state of Rajasthan. Despite the 

small population, the House of Commons has a huge strength of 650 MPs as against 543 in India. The average 

number of electors for each of these MPs is about 70,000 while India has an average of 1.6 million electors. 

Campaign styles and logistics thus are worlds apart. 

 In the UK, campaigning is much cheaper, confined to door to door visits by candidates or agents, and TV debates. 

Paid political advertising on TV and radio is not permitted — this is unthinkable in India where mass media, despite 

the exorbitant costs, is the backbone of campaigns. Paid news, which is rampant in India, is unheard of in the UK. 

There is a cap on election expenditure of both the candidates and the parties in the UK, whereas in India, it extends 

only to the candidates.  

 The participation of voters in the UK was the same with a total turnout of 66.1 per cent against 66.4 per cent in 

India in 2014; however, over the years, it’s coming down in the UK and going up in India, which is result of the 

voter education programme started by the ECI in 2010. 

 Youth apathy has been common to both, though the ECI’s efforts to increase youth participation have had a 

dramatic effect, especially since the launching of the National Voters Day, focussed on young persons, leading to 

an addition of nearly 120 million voters (three UKs!) between the last two elections. 

 India is also one-up using electronic voting machines (EVMs) since 1998 while the demand for electronic voting in 

the UK has never been very audible. The clamour for internet or online voting however is gathering slow 

momentum in both countries. 

 The biggest plus for the UK is that their system is very clean, with no violence, booth capturing, no impersonation 

and no rigging. For India, this is a constant struggle. Their system is very trusting: The UK is the only country in 

the world where no identity proof is required. No photo on the electoral rolls. No marking of fingers. There are no 

party agents in the booth to verify the voter’s identity. There is no police near polling stations, whereas, in India, a 

booth has to be secured like a fort. India is accused of killing the festival of democracy; the British are happy with 

quiet, civilized polling. 

 A very significant difference is that poll day is not a holiday. To enable working class persons to vote, the voting 

hours are long — 7 am to 10 pm. They normally vote either early in the morning or late evening. Housewives and 

the elderly vote during the day. So, the scene is never chaotic. 

 Both countries follow the First-Past-The-Post (FPTP) system of election, where the candidate getting the highest 

number of votes is declared elected. Questions are often raised about the fairness of the system. In the UK, it 

snowballed to the extent that a referendum was held in 2011, though it failed with 68 to 32 per cent vote (with a 

low turnout of 42 per cent). Many questioned the fairness of the result as the government conducted only 

perfunctory publicity about it. In India, the demand for replacing FPTP with Proportional Representation has 

become louder after the 2014 general election, when a party (the BSP) with the third largest vote share in the 

country ended up with zero shares in parliamentary seats. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
http://www.insightsias.com/
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Questions have sometimes been raised about the logistics and management of elections in the UK. In the 2010 and 2015 

UK election, there were complaints about postal ballots and some polling stations, even in London, falling short of ballot 

papers before the poll’s end, unthinkable in India. Indian election management, despite its mind-boggling problems, 

like the Maoist insurgency, militancy, the constant shadow of terrorism, is quite fail-safe. 

 

Q) Dr B R Ambedkar specified that the office of the President of India was similar to that 

of the king under the English Constitution. What do you understand by this? Elaborate. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Dr. B R Ambedkar had announced in the constitution assembly that Indian constitution has placed at the head of the 

Indian Union a functionary known as President. He further stated that the title of the head of union resembles the 

President of the United States. However, beyond a name there are not many similarities between the two. The head of 

the Indian state resembles more British king considering the powers and position given to them. 

Correlation between office of President of India with that of King under the English constitution- 

The statement by Dr B R Ambedkar stating that office of President of India and British King are similar is because of 

similarity of powers and positions enjoyed by the two. 

 The constitution of India has provided for a parliamentary form of government. Consequently, the President has 

been made only a nominal executive like that of British king. 

 Both are the Heads of State but not of the executive. They represent the nation but do not rule the nation. They are 

the symbol of the nation. Their place in the administration is that of a ceremonial device of a seal by which the 

nation’s decisions are made known. 

 They are bound by the advice of their ministers and hence can do nothing contrary to their advice nor can do 

anything without their advice. Both the President of India and British King, have no powers to dismiss the council 

of ministers or any public functionary, so long as Prime Minister enjoy the majority support in Parliament. 

 Both the functionary enjoys the pardoning powers of the state. Albeit, these powers are to be exercised with the aid 

and advice of the council of Minister headed by Prime Minister. 

 Both are Commander Chief of the Armed forces and declare war and conclude peace but on the advice of council 

of ministers. 

 Both Indian President and British King have some situational discretion to serve the needs and requirements of 

those offices. For eg. Calling a leader of largest party or alliance to form government when there is no clear majority 

to single party or to alliance of parties. 

However there are some differences of the powers between the two. 

 Indian President has wide range of powers which are not enjoy by Monarchy of England like Emergency Powers, 

Appointment Powers etc. Further President of India also looks after the federal characters of the nation and has 

responsibility to look after the interests of the states. Thus, accordingly President can establish inter-state council 

to effect coordination between center and states (art 263). 

 Similarly King of England enjoys power like Control of Passports – the issuing and withdrawal of passports are 

within the Royal Prerogative – this is often used by ministers on behalf of The Queen. 

Conclusion- 

Certainly Makers of Indian Constitution of India created office of President of India by keeping in mind powers enjoy 

by King/ Queen of England. But due the diverse nature of Indian Society and prevailing social evils, they adopted India 

as a Republic Democracy where head of state is indirectly elected and envisioned President of India as the most dignified 

and great figurehead which will take the oath to protect and defend the Constitution of India. 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
http://www.insightsias.com/
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Topic:  Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges 

pertaining to the federal structure 

Q) How should both the Union and West Bengal government should handle longstanding 

issues such as the demand for a separate state of Gorkhaland in the Darjeeling Hills of 

West Bengal? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Gorkhaland is a proposed state in India demanded by the people of the Darjeeling Hills and the people 

of Nepali-Indian Gorkhas ethnic origin on the Northern part of West Bengal on the basis of linguistic and cultural 

difference with regard to Bengali culture. The demand is still undergoing in the form of several strikes, rallies, etc. 

Darjeeling movement for Gorkhaland has gained momentum in the line of an ethno-linguistic-cultural sentiment of 

the Nepali language speaking Indian people who desire to identify themselves as Indian Gorkhas. Two mass movements 

for Gorkhaland have taken place under the Gorkha National Liberation Front (1986–1988) and Gorkha Janmukti 

Morcha (GJM) (2007–present). 

 

The proximate cause for the recent flare-up in the Hills was the State government’s announcement that Bengali should 

be compulsorily taught in all schools in West Bengal till Class X. 

Recent revival of demand necessitates permanent solution for which state and central government should engage in a 

constructive negotiation- 

 Government can set up a panel to get empirical evidence about the conditions and requirements of Gorkha people 

in WB. For this one member in the panel should be a representative of Gorkha community. 

 End of violence, restoration of normalcy and socio-economic development of Gorkha people are necessary to take 

an environment conducive for negotiation. 

 Party politics has to be kept off. Central government has to be neutral while engaging with GJM, Gorkha party in 

WB and state government has to avoid any mandatory unilateral imposition of language on Gorkha people speaking 

Nepali. 

 Bridging development deficit : Though improving social sector, infrastructure and creation of alternative 

employment avenues. 

 Government of India has adopted a policy of conciliation and negotiation with unarmed movements and a policy 

of aggression towards violent groups such as ULFA and Maoists. This has given mixed results such as quelling of 

once violent regions such as Meghalaya and Tripura while increasing problems and violence in areas such as 

Darjeeling, Kashmir and Nagaland. This same approach can help in this case as well. 

Conclusion :- The State government must reach out to the GJM and work out a way to transfer powers to the GTA as 

was promised in 2011. A signal in this direction will go a long way in tamping down the violent agitation. It should also 

abandon its wishful thinking that short cuts can solve the intractable Gorkhaland issue, which is culturally rooted. 

Demands of new states are indication of recognition of diversity that India enjoys but it has to be properly handled 
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unless it can lead to perpetual conflicts and never ending ethnic disputes. Government at both levels have a good chance 

to engage and to give an example of cooperative federalism in India. 

 

Q) Why is dissent important in democracy? Considering ongoing events in India, examine 

the means adopted by governments to curb dissent in India. Also examine implications of 

curbing dissent on people and polity. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Dissent is the integral part of any vibrant democracy in the world. Throughout the history of our country, dissent has 

been important to bringing positive changes to our government. However there have loud noise against the some of the 

coercive methods of the governments that have attempted to stifle the dissent in India. 

Dissent is important in democracy because- 

 Dissent strengthens the democracy. Democratic institutions have greater chances of success if people are allowed 

to question its relevance with the contemporary standards. Without dissent social and political institutions in the 

democracy would become meaningless and purposeless. 

 Dissent helps to grow the intellectual progress of the democracy. It helps to rectify existing issues and helps to 

derive the new practices in tune with the need of the time. 

 Dissent keeps governance of the country citizen-centric and resists the authoritarian and despotic conditions in 

check. 

 Dissent encourages debates and discussions and preserves the rights of the minorities and marginalized sections 

of the society. 

 Dissent attempts to undermine existing unjust power structures so that something more just (or more truthful) can 

be put in its place. It is never perfect, not always successful, inherently difficult, and often traumatic, but despite 

this should be highly valued on two grounds. On a pragmatic level, it can succeed in producing a less unjust society. 

On a moral level, it satisfies an inherent human desire to be able to struggle for justice.   

 A look at history shows the importance of dissent. The establishment of the modern English parliamentary system; 

the independence movement in India during and following the Second World War was an almighty period of 

dissent, largely peaceful, and hugely successful;  In the US, the civil rights movement led by Martin Luther King 

Junior, amongst others, helped bring equal civil rights and social acceptance of members of any race; In South 

Africa, Nelson Mandela and other anti-apartheid dissidents were essential to bringing an end to the grossly unjust 

system of apartheid.  

Means adopted by the government to curb the dissent in India- 

At a broader level, dissent has been curbed through a combination of coercive and non-coercive means. 

 These include reducing the remit of Right to Information (RTI) and curbs on foreign-funded NGOs. 

 Criminalization of dissent through sedition provisions of the penal code (section 124a of IPC) and the harassing of 

human rights activists and civil society groups. 

 Use of CBI against the political opponents and media houses. 

 Use of police force and penal charges in the college/universities (JNU, FTTI) to stifle the discontent and dissent. 

 Concerted effort by the government to dampen anti-regime protests either by remaining in denial and dismissing 

protests, or more often by using police powers to discourage people from protesting. For eg Farmers’ protest in 

Mandasaur, Saharanpur etc  

 Branding the dissidents and protesters as anti-nationals and even naxalites. 

 Resorting to frequent police force and Lathi-charge against the protesters. For eg use of police force in the mid-

night on the protesters gathered at the Baba Ramdev’s rally in 2011 
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Implications of curbing the dissent on people and polity- 

 Curbing the dissent stifles the basic rights of citizens like Freedom of speech and expression. Rather than finding 

the solution of the problem, curbing of dissent results into aggravation of problem. It may further alienate the 

masses from the government and creates trust deficit between them. 

 Suppression of dissent obstructs the growth and progress of democracy as it provides no space for the improvement 

and reformation. Democracy stagnates and creates the anarchy. 

 The suppression of the dissent may lead to silence for a while but in longer run it has potential to erupt with the 

greater force. Every time dissent is suppressed through violent means, dissidents resolve to fight back rises. In fact 

there increases the tendencies to fight the force with the force and violence with the violence among the dissidents. 

The extreme level of suppression may generate social unrest and even conditions for the civil wars. 

Thus instead of curbing the dissent, governments must encourage the discussions and debates not only about the social 

practices but also about the governance and political institutions. This would pave the way for betterment and progress 

of the existing institutions and in turn strengthens the democracy. 

 

Q) It is said that the Election Commission’s order disqualifying a minister in the Madhya 

Pradesh government for three years is an important step in curbing ‘paid news’ in the 

electoral arena. Do you think ‘paid news’ should be considered as an electoral offence? 

Substantiate. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Paid news- 

 

Paid News has been defined by Press Council of India (PCI) as – Any news or analysis appearing in any media (Print & 

Electronic) for a price in cash or kind as consideration. 

Press Council of India guidelines say- news should be clearly demarcated from advertisements by printing disclaimers, 

should be strictly enforced by all publications. As far as news is concerned, it must always carry a credit line and should 

be set in a typeface that would distinguish it from advertisements. 

Paid news should be made electoral offence because- 

 Paid News misleads the public and hampers the ability of people to form correct opinions. 
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 Paid News causes undue influence on voters and also affects their Right to Information. 

 Paid News seeks to circumvent election expenditure laws/ ceiling. 

 Paid News adversely affects level playing field. 

 The independence of the media and its ability to bring about transparency in society by playing an adversarial role 

against the establishments get compromised because of corruption within the folds of the media itself. Paid news 

is one particularly egregious manifestation of the ills of the corporatized media that puts out information that poses 

as if it has been independently and objectively produced but has actually been paid for. 

 Paid news on politicians and political parties subvert one of the most fundamental of democratic ideals: the purity 

of the vote. The autonomy of the media is meant to facilitate greater accountability of public personalities and 

reduce corruption. But when the media itself indulges in corrupt practices, especially during election campaigns, it 

seriously undermines the processes and structures that are meant to uphold and strengthen democracy. 

Challenges- 

 There is circumstantial evidence, but little proof. Establishing transaction of cash or kind is indeed not very easy, 

as it is usually done without any record and promptly denied by both sides, when enquired. 

 Media violations, surrogate advertisement and unreported advertisements are often mistaken as Paid News by 

MCMC. A suspect case of Paid News only begins from a news item. 

 Timelines are quite tight. However if these are not maintained, it is not possible to account expenditure on Paid 

News in a particular election process. 

 Paid news is a complex problem. Large sections of the corporate media have created a structural imperative towards 

such corrupt practices — such practices entail negligible costs but promise potential and actual monetary gains that 

are substantial. Universally, rent-seeking, profit-maximizing entities will, as a general and even intuitive rule, act 

to increase returns rather than look at social externalities. But when the mass media adopts such corporate norms, 

in India and elsewhere, it sends a signal that it is willing to diminish or even abrogate its role as a protector of 

public interest and enforcer of accountability. 

 Though there is a well-established procedure to take action for such violations, the problem is to establish the 

violation itself per se. There are so many different ways which can be adopted towards obliging the (newspaper and 

television) channels financially that it is extremely difficult to establish a violation in this regard.” 

Conclusion– 

It is no surprise, then, that the paid news problem as an organized phenomenon appears rather intractable, involving as 

it does, lawmakers and politicians cutting across party lines and representatives of sections of the corporate media who 

coexist symbiotically. This nexus cannot be weakened easily. At the same time, in India, a more alert citizenry (including 

readers of newspapers and viewers of television channels) can and has made a difference in bringing the problem of paid 

news to the public domain. The government should take a more proactive step and amend RPA 1951 to make paid news 

electoral offense. 

 

Q) The Finance Bill, 2017 included amendments to legislation on multiple subjects, in an 

attempt to rationalise the functioning of multiple tribunals. What do you understand by 

rationalisation of tribunals? Discuss its implications. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The recently passed Finance Bill, 2017, had a number of provisions concerning rationalization of tribunals. The 

rationalization has been attempted through merger of tribunals. example: Merger of Competition Appellate Tribunal 

with the National Company Law Tribunal, merger of the Cyber Law Appellate Tribunal with the Telecom Disputes 

Settlement Appellate Tribunal, etc. 

Rationalization of tribunals- 

Rationalization of tribunals means an attempt to streamline the functioning of tribunals by adopting various reforms, 

such as reduction in their structural complexity, or by merging one tribunal with another. The basic purpose of 

rationalization is to enhance their performance with regard to adjudication of various matters. 
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Implications- 

 It can help in better performance, through restructuring of personnel, and with reformed procedures. 

 This could also help in providing uniform service conditions and salary structure. 

 It could also lead to increased efficiency in adjudication, and reduction in delays. 

 The unwieldy nature of many tribunals that were set up without prior consideration, has been addressed to an 

extent, promoting administrative convenience. 

 Preventing overlapping of functions. For e.g. Competition Appellate Tribunal (Compat) will be merged with the 

National Company Law Appellate Tribunal. Since both deal with similar matters, it will particularly help in cases 

where a single transaction is overseen by both. Eg. Idea-Vodafone merger. 

Some concerns- 

 The concept of separation of powers will be affected, as the direct control of central government over the existing 

tribunals is not exactly desirable. 

 The improper treatment of the presiding officers of these tribunals, who in most cases belong to the judiciary, is 

being considered as a threat to judicial independence. 

 Possible adverse impact on the nature of appointments, tenure, and pattern of removal of members. 

 Most importantly, the winding up of adjudicatory tribunals, through the tool of a money bill, is indeed questionable, 

and sets a dangerous precedent for the future. 

Conclusion- 

The tribunals function in a polity to uphold the basic laws and regulations pertaining to the sector that they are meant 

to adjudicate. Their quasi-judicial duties are indeed important in a society that demands increased regulation of critical 

sectors such cyber law, financial sector, etc. Hence, rationalization can be attempted, but in accordance with the 

acceptable norms, and with an intention to extend government control over their functioning, and by curbing their status 

and independence. 

 

Topic: Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers 

& privileges and issues arising out of these. 

Q) Recently Karnataka Legislative Assembly passed a resolution to impose a one-year 

prison sentence and Rs. 10,000 fine on the editors of two tabloids. Do you think this move 

is justified? Critically comment on the issues involved. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Articles 105 & 194 provide various privileges to House, Members and Committees of Parliament and State Legislatures 

respectively. 

Recently, Karnataka Legislative Assembly passed a resolution to impose a one-year prison sentence and Rs. 10,000 fine 

on the editors of two tabloids. 

Issues involved – 

 No codification : Constitution says “offence is termed as breach of privilege and is punishable by House” which is 

very abstract . 

 No limit on Penal Action conferred. 

 No Independent Committee to adjudicate the case which is assessed currently by Privilege Committee subordinate 

to the House to determine whether its act hampered the image / functioning of House. 

 Curtail the liberty of criticism & public review. 

 Hamper dignity of House and may invite public odium & protest. 
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CONCLUSION – 

To maintain healthy democracy in a large country like India it is important that all pillars of democracy should perform 

their responsibilities independent & unbiased manner. Codification of privileges mentioned in article 105 & 194 is need 

of the hour to avoid their misuse in future. 

 

Q) What do you understand by legislative privileges? Discuss the problem of legislative 

privileges as seen in India time to time. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Legislative privileges- 

 To enable Parliament to discharge functions properly the Constitution confers on each member of the Houses 

certain rights and immunities and also certain rights and immunities and powers on each house collectively called 

either Parliamentary or legislative privileges. Parliamentary privilege is an essential incident to the high and 

multifarious functions which the legislature is called upon to perform. While some are collective others are 

individual e.g. Freedom of speech in legislature. 

 The Constitution recognizes the privileges of Parliament and state legislatures under Articles 105 and 194, 

respectively. 

 Article 105, so also Article 194 subjects the powers, privileges and immunities of each House as well as all its 

members and all its committees not only to the laws made by the appropriate legislature but also to all other 

provisions of the Constitution. Both these articles far from dealing with the legislative powers of the Houses of 

Parliament or of State Legislature respectively are confined in scope to such powers of each House as it may exercise 

separately functioning as a House. 

 A House of Parliament or Legislature cannot try anyone or any case directly as a court of justice can, but it can 

proceed quasi judicially in cases of contempt of its authority or take up motions concerning its privileges and 

immunities in order to seek removal of obstructions to the due performance of its legislative functions. If any 

question of jurisdiction arises as to a certain matter, it has to be decided by a court of law in appropriate 

proceedings. For example, the jurisdiction to try a criminal offence such as murder, committed even within a House 

vests in ordinary courts and not in a of Parliament or in a State Legislature. Also, a House of Parliament or State 

Legislature cannot in exercise of any supposed powers under Articles 105 and 194 decide election disputes for which 

special authorities have been constituted under the Representation of People Act, 1951 enacted in compliance with 

Article 329. 

Problems of legislative privileges- 

 Some codified, others vague:  

Certain privileges, like the freedom of speech within the legislature, are codified under these provisions. On the others, 

the Constitution says that legislatures enjoy the same privileges as those of the House of Commons.  

 Parliament derives power from multiple sources:  

The Parliament, till now, has not made any special law to exhaustively codify all the privileges. They are based on five 

sources, namely, 

1. Constitutional provisions, 

2. Various laws made by Parliament, 

 Rules of both the Houses, 

1. Parliamentary conventions, and 

2. Judicial interpretations. 

 Usage of such powers: 

The last person to be imprisoned by the British Parliament was in 1880. In India however, this power has been frequently 

resorted to. 
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 Article 105 and 194 versus Article 19: 

The SC in Keshav Singh Case, the Raja Ram Pal v Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha and Ors., (2007) case and the recent 

Algaapuram R Mohanraj v Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly 2015 case; have all upheld various articles such Articles 

20 and 21 and Right to Equality as above Articles 105 and 194, but have rejected Article 19 (freedom of speech) as 

sacrosanct. 

 Parliamentary Privileges and Fundamental Rights 

In Pandit M.S.M. Sharma’s case it was also contended by the petitioner that the privileges of the House under A.194 (3) 

are subject to the provision of Part III of the Constitution. In support of his contention the petitioner relied on the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Gunupati Keshavram Reddi v. Nafisul Hasan. In this latter case Homi Mistry was arrested 

at his B’bay residence under a warrant issued by the Speaker of U.P. Assembly for contempt of the House and was flown 

to Lucknow & kept in a hotel in Speaker’s custody. On his applying for a writ of habeas corpus, the Supreme Court 

directed his release as he had not been produced before a magistrate within 24 hours of his arrest as provided in Article 

22 (2). This decision therefore indicated that Article 194 (or Article 105) was subject to the Articles of Part III of the 

Constitution. 

In Sharma’s case the Court held that in case of conflict between fundamental right under Article 19 (1) (a) and a privilege 

under Article 194 (3) the latter would prevail. As regards Article 21, on facts the Court did not find any violation of it. In 

Powers, Privileges and Immunities of the State Legislature,  the proposition laid down in Sharma’s case was explained 

not to mean that in all cases the privileges shall override the fundamental rights. 

The rules of each House provide for a committee of privileges. The matter of breach of privilege or contempt is referred 

to the committee of privileges. The committee has power to summon members or strangers before it. Refusal to appear 

or to answer or to knowingly to give false answer is itself a contempt. The committee’s recommendations are reported 

to the House which discusses them and gives its own decision. 

Conclusion- 

There is a clear demarcation as to what all rights and privileges are absolute and what are not. For example, in India 

Legislative Assemblies and Parliament never discharge any judicial function and their historical and constitutional 

background does not support their claim to be regarded as courts of record in any sense. No immunity from scrutiny by 

courts of general warrants issued by House in India can therefore be claimed. 

Both the Parliament and State Legislatures have a duty to look carefully before making any law, so that it doesn’t harm 

other rights. It is also a duty of the members to properly use these privileges and not misuse them for alternate purposes 

that is not in the favour of general interest of nation and public at large. Thus what we must keep in mind is the fact that 

?power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. For this not to happen under the privileges granted, the public 

and the other governing body should always be on vigil. 

 

Topic: Appointment to various Constitutional post 

Q) How is the President of India elected? Comment on the nature and role of political 

parties in election of the President in India. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

METHOD OF ELECTION – 

 The President of India is the de jure head of India. He/she is indirectly elected by the people of India (Article 54). 

 He is elected by an Electoral College, which comprises elected members of both the Houses of the Parliament of 

India; the elected members of the legislative assemblies of every state and the elected members of the legislative 

assemblies of the Union territory of Puducherry and the national capital region (NCR) of New Delhi (as per 70th 

Constitutional Amendment Act, 1992). 

 Nominated members to the two houses don’t participate in the election to the office of the President of India. 

 The nomination of a candidate for election to the office of President must be subscribed by at least 50 electors as 

proposers and 50 as seconders. 

 Election is held in accordance with the system of proportional representation by means of single transferable vote 

method. Voting takes place in a secret ballot in accordance with Article 55 of the Indian Constitution. 
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ROLE OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES – 

 Mostly ruling party has an edge over the other parties in presidential elections as they have majority in the 

parliament [Lok Sabha]. So, the party which has a majority overall gets its candidate selected. 

 The majority needs to choose a person, who is acceptable to everyone, as President of India is not merely a political 

figure but symbol of unity and integrity of the nation. 

 It also provides a chance for all parties in opposition to unite together, as members of legislative assemblies and 

Rajya Sabha are also included. 

 The political parties may whip MPs of their party to vote for a particular candidate adding to the power of the 

majority party in getting their desired candidate won. The decision by SC that the Political parties should not whip 

MPs to vote for a Particular candidate is a great move towards the fair and just Presidential election. 

 

Q) “Whether an enlightened public figure or an active politician, the next President should 

be one who enjoys the widest possible acceptability.” Comment why. Also comment which 

one is more important is selection of the President candidate – contest and consensus. 

(200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Presidential elections in India are due in next month and political parties both the ruling and opposition are exploring 

the options of fielding the right candidates for election. The government is seeking to build consensus over the 

presidential candidate, opposition parties seem to determine to contest the post with the support of the regional parties. 

Why the next President should enjoy widest possible acceptability? 

 Indian President is head of the state. He is integral part of the parliament and symbolizes the federal character of 

the country. He acts as the Symbol of unity, integrity and solidarity of the nation. Thus a president who enjoys the 

widest acceptability would make this happen. 

 India is a diverse nation and she needs President who can preserve this diversity and acts as true upholder of the 

constitution. 

 Though the Indian President does not have constitutional discretions, he/she has the situational discretion. Thus 

while using his/her situational discretion, President should be impartial and neutral and should not favor any 

political party over other. The president who enjoys the widest acceptability would be able maintain his/her 

integrity astutely. 

 Many political parties at the central level have used President as rubber stamp to forward its own agenda. For eg 

promulgating president’s rule in state ruled by opposition party. The president who enjoys the wide acceptability 

can resist such authoritarian decisions of the union government by making them to reconsider their decisions. 

Contest or Consensus- 

 Indian President is indirectly elected by the both the houses of the parliament and by state legislative assemblies. 

The contest between different political parties may bring out the best candidate forward. 

 Contest provides level playing field and can even help those opposition parties that have majority governments at 

state level and in Rajya Sabha to win their candidate. Thus not having majority in Loksabha does not undermines 

the prospects of opposition parties. 

 However the principle of consensus and cooperation goes one step ahead of the contest. It prevents unnecessary 

groupings of the political parties at the time when post of President does not have real powers. 

 Further President elected by the consensus of all political parties will not be biased towards any political party and 

at the same time help government of the day to take rational decisions by giving valuable advices. 

Contest gives political parties chance to oppose the government on key issues and check their legitimacy in the election. 

However, it would be best if someone who inspires confidence that he or she would act in a non-partisan manner is 

elected with the support of both the ruling party and the major parties in the opposition. It would enable the next 

incumbent to be the honest broker and wise counsel the Constitution envisions him or her to be. 
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Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues 

arising out of their design and implementation 

Q) It is said that the Companies Act, 2013, does not realize what it set out to accomplish 

due to too many rule and regulations. Do you agree? Analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

The Companies Act 2013 is an Act of the Parliament of India which regulates incorporation of a company, 

responsibilities of a company, directors, and dissolution of a company. The Act has replaced The Companies Act, 1956 

(in a partial manner) after receiving the assent of the President of India. 

Features of companies according to act: 

 Democracy of Shareholders: The CA2013 has introduced new concept of class action suits with a view of 

making shareholders and other stakeholders, more informed and knowledgeable about their rights. 

 Supremacy of Shareholders: The CA2013 focused and provide major aspect on approvals from shareholders 

on various significant transactions. The Government has rightly reduced the need for the companies to seek 

approvals to managerial remuneration and the shareholders have been vested with the power to sanction the limit. 

 Strengthening Women Contributions through Board Room: The CA2013 stipulates appointment of at 

least one woman Director on the Board of the prescribed class of Companies so as to widen the talent pool enabling 

big Corporates to benefit from diversified backgrounds with different viewpoints. 

 Corporate Social Responsibility: The CA2013 stipulates certain class of Companies to spend a certain amount 

of money every year on activities/initiatives reflecting Corporate Social Responsibility. There may be difficulties in 

implementing in the initial years but this measure would help in improving the Under-privileged & backward 

sections of Society and the Corporate would in fact gain in terms of their reputation and image in the Society. 

 National Company Law Tribunal: The CA2013 introduced National Company Law Tribunal and the National 

Company Law Appellate Tribunal to replace the Company Law Board and Board for Industrial and Financial 

Reconstruction. They would relieve the Courts of their burden while simultaneously providing specialized justice. 

Companies act has many progressive features as compared to preceding act but lacks in following 

aspects: 

 The prescriptive set of what is and what is not CSR is grounded in mistrust (based on a variety of delegated 

explanatory circulars) rather than in trust (as prescribed in the section). This mistrust is best seen in the non-

inclusion of research, perhaps because of a fear that commercial research and development activities will be passed 

off under CSR. 

 Competence could not be created through implementation of rules and regulations. Organisations such as FICCI 

should focus on whether the law could be modified for the betterment of the society. The tendency to keep up with 

international laws was not necessary for always. 

 Discrepancies with regard to functioning of independent directors in the Security Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 

rules and the new Act must be addressed. 

 The new Act had strengthened the provisions relating inspections and investigations. It had also provided for severe 

punishment for violations and non-compliance. However, speedy disposal of cases relating to corporate offences is 

desirable. 

Conclusion- 

The best way forward is to delete all circulars, general circulars, notifications, FAQs and truncate the schedule to two or 

three principles. The rest should be left to corporate disclosures, which can be more detailed, as to where the company 

has chosen to utilize its money and let the company deserve the public accolades or shame based on its choices. 
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Q) How does Aadhaar empower people? It is also argued that the state, rather than 

Aadhaar empowers people. Do you agree? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The statutory recognition given to Aadhaar has raised debate whether Aadhaar empowers people or it empowers state. 

The debate encompasses various dimensions of privacy, rights and entitlements. 

How does Aadhaar empower people? 

 It establishes people’s identity through unique identification number. This also helps state to eliminate ghost 

beneficiaries while awarding entitlements. 

 The identity is used by people to receive entitlements of welfare schemes from government. 

 People can exercise their rights without fear of being excluded or having their rights taken away. 

 People can use Aadhaar to open bank accounts, avail of doorstep banking, make digital payments etc 

 Indian residents can receive benefits under the PDS, MGNREGA, Ujjwala and the LPG subsidy, pensions, and 

scholarship schemes directly from the government without middlemen usurping them. 

Whether Aadhaar empowers state vis-à-vis people? 

Critics of Aadhaar are of the view that it empowers state more than the citizens and benefits to citizens are not in 

proportion to the claims made by government. 

 According to them just having Aadhaar card does not enables inclusion as people need to qualify other eligibility 

criteria of particular program as well. They also point out that Aadhaar cannot reduce quantity fraud in PDS. Also 

large numbers of needy people are excluded from receiving welfare scheme benefits just because of not having 

Aadhaar number. 

 At the same time, critics argue, that state is acquiring uncontrollable authority over people through the Aadhaar 

Database. Government went ahead to make law on Aadhaar despite Supreme Court’s reservations on making 

Aadhaar mandatory. 

 Through Aadhaar act, government has made it mandatory for every resident of India to have Aadhaar number for 

receiving any entitlement from government. At the same time government can use the stored database without the 

consent of people in cases where government dims fit. Further government is yet to secure Aadhaar database 

through strong cyber infrastructure measures. 

Thus it is said that state is getting more empowered than people through Aadhaar statute and this would not be in the 

interest of the welfare of the people as a whole. 

Conclusion– 

While the debate would continue till the actual functioning and outcome of making Aadhaar mandatory, the debate itself 

is necessary for the full-proof and effective implementation of the Aadhaar statute. The government should provide due 

attention to the criticism of the Aadhaar and should make necessary changes where they are useful. 
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Q) It is said that Aadhaar is excluding many beneficiaries due to failures in authentication. 

Discuss the causes, magnitude and consequences of exclusions caused by Aadhaar. (200 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Recently some of the instances have been reported where failure in authentication processes led to denial of services to 

people. This Aadhaar based exclusion has emerged as a serious concerns and needs to delve into it. 

Causes- 

 Biometric mismatch: 

Many a times a biometric mismatch occurs either through system failure or helped by shop owner that leads to denial 

of very basic rights of the people like getting their monthly ration or fetching of other services. 

 Poor internet connectivity: 

When the ADHAR CARD holder has to be identified by his/her biometric through a large database, poor internet 

connectivity can obstruct the process. 

 Machine malfunction: 

The malfunctioning of machine is other big hurdle for identification process. Along with the lack of digital literacy and 

machine familiarity, it can lead to failure of authentication of process. 

 Lack of grievance redressal mechanism: 

The absence of any institution to report the Aadhaar related issues, magnifies woes of the poor people. 

 Lack of awareness: 

People especially in remote rural and tribal areas are unaware of their rights, they can be easily fooled by the authorities 

and middleman. 

Magnitude- 

Different states have experienced different types of exclusion problems- 

 Rajasthan– 

In the last year when UID authentication was made mandatory in the state, the food department website shows that 

over 25 per cent of ration card holders with Aadhaar seeding have been unable to draw their rations. That amounts to 

25 lakh families, or more than a crore of the most vulnerable people. 

Under the pension “reform”, 10 lakh social security pensioners disappeared from the lists and their pensions were 

stopped even when most of them had Aadhaar cards and were alive. 

 Andhra Pradesh- 

The Andhra Pradesh Food and Civil Supplies Corporation found that…nearly one-fifth ration card holders did not buy 

their ration.” Further, “When the government delved deeper in the issue, it was found that out of the 790 cases 

interviewed for the study, 400 reported exclusion. Out of the excluded cases, 290 were due to fingerprint mismatch and 

93 were because of Aadhaar card mismatch. The remaining 17 cases were due to failure of E-PoS.”  

 Karnataka- 

In Chitradurga (Karnataka), Rs.100-150 million in wages from 2014-15 were held up for a year. When payments were 

being processed, their job cards could not be traced in NREGAsoft. Upon enquiry, the district administration learnt field 

staff had deleted them to achieve ‘100% Aadhaar-seeding’.” 

The consequences of the problem are wide with far reaching effects. Some of them are:  

 Exclusion denies citizens of their basic necessities like food, pension etc. 

 Lack of exclusion develops mistrust and frustration against the government among the masses. 

 This can have gross impact on our targets to remove poverty and malnutrition under SDGs. 

 It gives rise to involuntary manslaughter with vulnerable citizens dying of hunger and destitution.  
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 Exclusion problem can give a set back to the opportunity of exporting Aadhaar technology to other willing countries 

like Sri-Lanka and others. 

Aadhaar was brought in with the objective of inclusion of masses into the fold of government welfare programs that 

deserved it but were excluded. However some of the instances have shown that Aadhaar itself is leading to the exclusion 

of targeted beneficiaries. Thus government needs to take immediate corrective steps so that the noble idea of bringing 

Aadhaar is preserved. 

 

Q) Discuss the objectives of the latest Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance Bill, 

2017. Also examine how will these objectives work. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The FRDI is aimed at providing a comprehensive resolution framework to deal with bankruptcy situations in financial 

sector entities such as banks and insurance companies. 

Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance Bill, 2017- 

 The Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance, Bill 2017 when enacted, will pave the way for setting up of the 

Resolution Corporation. It would lead to repeal or amendment of resolution-related provisions in sectoral Acts as 

listed in Schedules of the Bill. 

 It will also result in the repealing of the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation Act, 1961 to transfer 

the deposit insurance powers and responsibilities to the Resolution Corporation.  

 The Bill aims to strengthen and streamline the current framework of deposit insurance for the benefit of retail 

depositors. 

 FRDI Bill, 2017 seeks to protect customers of financial service providers in times of financial distress. 

 Further, it seeks to decrease the time and costs involved in resolving distressed financial entities. 

 It also aims to inculcate discipline among financial service providers in the event of financial crises, by limiting the 

use of public money to bail out distressed entities. 

How these objectives will work? 

 The Resolution Corporation would ensure the stability and resilience of the financial system, protecting the 

consumers of covered obligations up to a reasonable limit and public funds to the extent possible. 

 The proposed Bill complements the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code by providing a resolution framework for the 

financial sector. Once implemented, this Bill together with the Code will provide a comprehensive resolution 

framework for the economy.  

 Once enacted, a resolution corporation will be setup to strengthen the stability and resilience of the entities in the 

financial sector. 

 The Bill would help in maintaining financial stability in the economy by ensuring adequate preventive measures, 

while at the same time providing the necessary instruments for dealing with crisis events. 

Conclusion- 

Once the bill is enacted, the effectiveness of the bill depends on how early the RC can identify weak companies in the 

economy and what steps does it take to ensure minimal loss to exchequer. Overall, its success will protect the customer 

and improve the investor rating by strengthening the financial system. 

 

Q) Critically examine the impact of GST rates on disabled people. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The empowerment of the marginalized section of a nation contributes to its growth and reduces economic and social 

inequality. The recent ‘biggest tax reform since independence’ aims to create a justified tax structure for all citizens by 

taxing consumer goods at lowest bracket and sin goods and luxury items at highest. 
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Indirect taxation raises the government revenue which in turn translates into the welfare measures taken by the state 

for the marginalized sector like free distribution of hearing aids, wheelchairs, ergonomic crutches, school bags, uniforms 

etc. 

At the same time the RPWD act, 1995 provides the differently-able with income tax concessions which will result in 

more savings if they are involved in economic activities. 

Impact of GST rates on disabled people- 

 Most of the aids and appliances that disabled people use such as a wheelchair, or a Braille typewriter or a hearing 

aid will become at least 5% more expensive. 

 If the confusion over Chapter 90:9 in the GST Bill is not resolved between then some orthopaedic appliances such 

as crutches and surgical belts will get 12% more expensive. 

 Modified small cars specially adapted for the physically disabled would attract 18% tax rate. In the absence of well-

developed disabled-friendly public transport, such cars come handy for disabled people. 

 This increase in the tax rates will make life much more difficult for persons with disabilities 

 It is already extremely difficult for the average disabled person in India with accessibility issues and additional 

costs of living. Now with the GST, things of daily use/necessity which are already beyond their reach, will become 

even more expensive. 

 India ratified UN convention on the rights of Persons with disabilities 2007, mandates ratifying parties to facilitate 

access to mobility aids, assistive devices, technologies available to Disabled person at an affordable cost. 

 Also Chapter 8 – Duties and Responsibilities of Appropriate Governments of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

(RPWD) Act clearly states: “The appropriate Government shall develop schemes programmes to promote the 

personal mobility of persons with disabilities at affordable cost to provide for, (a) incentives and concessions; (b) 

retrofitting of vehicles; and (c) personal mobility assistance.” 

However the decision of government to tax disabled friendly equipments at high tax rate violates these provisons. 

Conclusion- 

India must invest in its disabled population which stands around 2.1% of the population. If the disabled are able to step 

out of their homes; go to schools and colleges; get jobs on merit; and go to their workplaces and perform, they will 

obviously contribute to the nation’s growth and its economic progress. Hence the government must rethink and revisit 

the provisions related to the aids and equipments used by disabled people and must bring them under the zero tax 

structure. 

 

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating to 

Health 

Q) Discuss the significance and potential of Niti Aayog – promoted open-innovation 

workspaces in high schools. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

About Niti Ayog: 

National Institution for Transforming India is a Government of India policy think-tank established by the Narendra 

Modi government to replace the Planning Commission which followed the top-down model. The stated aim for NITI 

Aayog’s creation is to foster involvement and participation in the economic policy-making process by the State 

Governments of India.The emphasis is on bottom-up approach and makes the country to move towards cooperative 

federalism. 

The NITI Aayog comprises the following: 

 Prime Minister of India as the Chairperson 

 A Governing Council composed of Chief Ministers of all the States and Union territories with Legislatures and 

lieutenant governor of Andaman and Nicobar. 

 Regional Councils composed of Chief Ministers of States and Lt. Governors of Union Territories in the region to 

address specific issues and contingencies impacting more than one state or a region. 
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 Full-time organizational framework composed of a Vice-Chairperson, three full-time members, two part-time 

members (from leading universities, research organizations and other relevant institutions in an ex-officio 

capacity), four ex-officio members of the Union Council of Ministers, a Chief Executive Officer (with the rank of 

Secretary to the Government of India) who looks after administration, and a secretariat. 

 Experts and specialists in various fields 

Open innovation workspaces in high school or ‘Atal tinkering labs’ are a part of Atal Innovation Mission (AIM), 

promoted by NITI Aayog. It provides a platform to the high school students to build an innovative temperament. 

Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) including Self-Employment and Talent Utilization (SETU) is Government of India’s 

endeavour to promote a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. Its objective is to serve as a platform for promotion 

of world-class Innovation Hubs, Grand Challenges, Start-up businesses and other self-employment activities, 

particularly in technology driven areas. 

The Atal Innovation Mission shall have two core functions: 

1. Entrepreneurship promotion through Self-Employment and Talent Utilization, wherein innovators would be 

supported and mentored to become successful entrepreneurs 

2. Innovation promotion: to provide a platform where innovative ideas are generated 

 Atal Tinkering Labs 

 Atal Incubation Centers 

 Scale-up support to Established Incubators. 

Significance and potential of Niti Aayog – promoted open-innovation workspaces: 

This concept relies on the premise that innovators are not born, but they can be created from the ground-up, by following 

a systematic approach of design thinking, which is about, defining the problem to be solved, ideating, brainstorming, 

creating prototypes and testing solutions and finally making changes as per user feedback. 

1. Bottom-up approach- This would ensure that a bottom-up approach is followed, whereby a child’s personality is 

transformed at an early age to that of an innovator. The intervention at right age will lead to expected quality results 

in terms of skill in longer terms. 

2. Nurturing Innovators: The scheme would help inculcate an environment whereby children develop an inquisitive 

approach towards various life processes. Proper tools can lead to a child being able to give shape to his/her ideas. 

This would lead to growth of brighter future generations. 

3. Human resource Development: This workspace will develop technical skills, the ability to work in teams, develop 

problem solving attitude, negotiate and resolve conflicts. 

4. This scheme is in synergy with the Make in India program and skill India mission launched by government. 

5. These lab will create a qualitative employment for youth of the society by making that capable of required know 

how in international market. 

Conclusion- 

Timely implementation and ensuring good mentoring can lead to the success of this project and would definitely ensure 

that the scheme bores fruits. Innovative idea and environment to convert that idea into reality can make a country a 

developed one. Understanding this need, the idea of Niti ayog once implanted and executed as planned, shall bear 

numerous benefits propelling India into new development arena. 

 

Q) The union government is seeking to change the bad situation in higher education sector 

by establishing 20 world-class “institutions of eminence” around the country. How can 

India build such institutions? What should be the nature of these institutions? Examine. 

(200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

India’s higher education system is the third largest in the world, next to the United States and China. The main governing 
body at the tertiary level is the University Grants Commission, which enforces its standards, advises the government, 
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and helps coordinate between the center and the state. Accreditation for higher learning is overseen by 12 autonomous 
institutions established by the University Grants Commission (UGC) .As per the latest 2011 Census; about 8.15% (68 
millions) of Indians are graduates. Indian higher education system has expanded at a fast pace by adding nearly 20,000 
colleges and more than 8 million students in a decade from 2000-01 to 2010-11. 

Considering this huge establishment that already exists, the establishment of new world class institutions needs utmost 
care and program to make them the institutions of true Education. Following are the ways and means to build 
such institutions. 

1. Considering the scarcity of funds for higher education percent, pulling the resource provided by corporate social 
responsibility can fill the viable gap to the large extent. The recently launched Higher education financial agency is 
the right step in the right direction. 

2. As like a Chinese example India should give a try to merge two large but inefficiently working universities. The 
compatibility of such institutions must be taken into consideration so that resource and funding can be channelized 
properly. 

Once the institution is set up with above prerequisites it should be of following nature: 

 Maintaining the quality of Education: 

To deliver good quality education it is required to encourage participation of students in research and scholar activities 
rather than pestering them to do business oriented jobs. This can also be further extended to genuine lab to land 
approach initiative. 

 Self-governing institutions:- 

Government should allow self-governing institutions/autonomous institutions for quick decisions making. It is 
necessary to make them free from shackles as decisions made under government based institutions took lot of time due 
to presence of various quasi-judicial bodies. 

 Proper regulatory mechanism: 

Driven by market opportunities and entrepreneurial zeal, many institutions are taking advantage of the lax regulatory 
environment to offer ‘degrees’ not approved by Indian authorities, and many institutions are functioning as pseudo non-
profit organisations, developing sophisticated financial methods to siphon off the ‘profits’. Such mal practices must be 
avoided in all educational institutions. 

 Domestic ranking methodology: 

The issue of assessing and assuring quality of Indian higher education is a challenge. Instead of aiming for ‘world-class’ 
universities through rankings, policy framework must improve the processes enable accountability through data 
collection and reporting on parameters of institutional quality. There is no domestic ranking system for India. However, 
the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) have developed, after wide consultations, 50 indicators, 
assimilated into seven criteria, as Quality Benchmarks for accreditation of Universities. The Information and Library 
Network (INFLIBNET), an Inter University Centre (IUC) under the UGC, has reported that there are 150 areas in which 
research has been undertaken. 

 Development at Grassroots Level:- 

The incorporation of good quality of education should be made during primary and secondary level. As in many foreign 
countries like china and Japan has taught the students at primary level many technological aspects. Higher education 
will not bear fruit unless quality primary education is provided at primary and secondary level. 

 Managing the role of private players: 

The private sector is strong in Indian higher education. This has been partly as a result of the decision by the Government 
to divert spending to the goal of universalisation of elementary education. Within a decade different state assemblies 
has passed bills for private universities. There is need of strong regulatory mechanism to monitor role of private players 
in the humble cause of education. 

 Globally competitive: 

India is also the leading source of international students around the world. More than 200,000 Indian students are 
studying abroad. In order to make it a world destination for education international best practices must be adopted in 
terms of infrastructure, quality and innovations. 
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Q) If medicines are already being sold online, should they be stopped, or is it better to 

regulate them? If we accept the latter, then will the e-platform proposed by the Ministry of 

Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) help, or will it throw up a new set of problems? 

Critically examine. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

The government has proposed a set of rules for regulating the sale of medicines, including those by “e-pharmacies,” 

platforms that sell medicines online. Retail chemists across India have reacted negatively to these and even went on a 

one day strike. 

Should online sell of medicine be stopped? 

Risks associated with e-pharmacies, especially when it comes to the dispensation of prescription drugs without the 

necessary checks should be taken seriously by regulating authorities. At the same time apprehensions created by 

traditional retailers about the e-pharmacies are over-hyped and are related to the business. The government cannot turn 

blind eye to the developments in the digital world. 

Further there are numerous benefits of online sell of drugs for both providers and consumers. Thus the government 

should not stop or ban the online sell of medicines. Therefore it would be imperative for government to regulate and 

monitor the development of e-pharmacies. 

E-platform proposed by MoHFW will help because- 

 Increase in reach and service delivery- 

As digital literacy and infrastructure rises in the country, it would increase the reach and service delivery for drugs and 

medicine. The platform can also be used for catering the need of rural areas. 

 Digitization: 

The step would be a major boost in digitization and would ensure that the country is woven delicately in a web-net, 

ensuring the coverage of all pharmaceuticals and medical facilities under its ambit. 

 Quality control: 

This would result in increase in quality control and would ensure that fake medicines are not given to the patients. 

 Effective management of indiscriminate medical shops: 

This would a check on the indiscriminate medical shops that dictate their terms to consumers and earn huge profits. 

 Breaking the monopoly- 

Traditional pharmacies have created their monopoly over the drug business and consumers have to pay high prices for 

drugs. Online pharmacies offer better discounts that could benefit the consumer. 

 Demotivate self-medication: 

The requirement of prescriptions would insure that self-medication is highly demotivated and that people take only 

those drugs as given by the doctors. 

 Track record: 

E-platform would help in tracking the records which helps to track the sale of medicines in the country from the 

manufacturer to the consumer; in managing the essentials of all the medical shops and would ensure their proper 

utilization in the times of emergency. 

Problems that could be faced by e-platform- 

 Regulation on Doctors- 

There is also a need to look at irrational prescribing practices followed by doctors and curbing high number of quacks 

working mostly in rural areas. 

 Poor connectivity: 

The internet penetration particularly in rural areas is lackluster and could hit the efficient functioning of the e-platform 

for drug delivery 
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 Lack of digital literacy and awareness: 

Even in urban areas poor, conservatives and women are skeptical of using smart phones and internet. In addition to this 

lack of awareness can prove to be the major hurdle in the success of such initiatives. 

 Unregulated over the top medicines: 

Even after this measure, some stores would be selling over the top medicines and that has to be checked. 

 Increased corruption: 

Some stores may demand money from people, to give them tje dicine without the possession of a prescription and this 

wiuld lead to increased corruption in this sector. 

Conclusion- 

Traditional pharmacies will remain hostile to any move towards the digitalization of medical and drug services. However 

government should not bow before this pressure and should create an environment where both online retailers and brick 

and mortar shops are equally placed. This would ultimately benefit the consumers who suffer the most from any 

mismanagement of the policy. 

 

Q) Discuss the significance of the recent revision of antibiotics classes by the World Health 

Organisation in its list of essential medicines. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

In an effort to curb antibiotic resistance, the World Health Organization (WHO) has divided the drugs into three 

categories — access, watch and reserve — specifying which are to be used for common ailments and which are to be kept 

for complicated diseases. 

Commonly used antibiotics will be under the ‘access’ category; the second line of antibiotics, slightly more potent, have 

been categorised under “watch” and potent drugs to be used only as a “last resort” fall under the ‘reserve’ category. This 

is the biggest revision of the antibiotics section in the 40-year history of the essential medicines list (EML). 

Significance- 

 The new WHO list should help health system planners and prescribers ensure that people who need antibiotics 

have access to them, and ensure they get the right one, so that the problem of resistance doesn’t get worse. 

 With a graded approach to the use of antibiotics, under which some medicines are reserved for the most resistant 

microbes, the WHO list can stop their misuse as broad-spectrum treatments. 

 The new categorisation will further guide countries in ensuring access to appropriate antibacterial agents and 

support antimicrobial stewardship effort. 

 Compliance- The governments in different countries are under international pressure to take appropriate steps to 

ensure compliance with the new guidelines. This would ensure that benefits reach to larger sections of population. 

 Awareness among the masses: Following this move, the governments can make accessibility of essential drugs with 

right prescription mandatory, thus making the masses aware that they need to take light doses of such medicines 

to cure themselves. 

 Discourage self-medication- Self-medication which is high in India is one of the important factors for increasing 

anti-bacterial resistance. The WHO’s emphasis on use of anti-biotic only after consultation of doctors and as last 

resort may reduce the instances of self-medication and frequent use. 

Conclusion- 

The revised WHO classification can mitigate the problem if the many issues associated with use of the drugs can be 

monitored and regulated. Within the realm of medical practice, the prescription of antibiotics is often guided by such 

factors as patient demand, competing alternative treatment systems, and even financial incentives. Close scrutiny of 

these by national stewardship programmes such as those initiated by the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) is 

needed. 
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Q) The Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE) has introduced two 

more board examinations from next year. Discuss the merits and demerits. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Council for Indian school certificate examinations (CISCE) is a private board to conduct Indian certificate for school 

examination and Indian school certificate examinations. The board has introduced two new compulsory board 

examinations at the fifth and eight standards. The decision has led to debate whether the students need more exams or 

they should learn in environment free from the stress of exams. 

Merits- 

 Such tests would enable children to take the board examinations in their stride in future and as they are application 

based they would help students in applying the knowledge to the real life. 

 It ensures regular monitoring of quality of education at the junior and sub-junior school levels which may compel 

the schools into the timely completion of syllabus that is needed to be learn by student. 

 The board can gauge the success of the prescribed syllabus which is being conformed to in schools and work ahead 

from such results to improve education. 

 Home and school exams don’t assess the true potential of a student. They are not taken seriously by faculty 

members, parents and by students. 

 Boards would create a healthy environment of competition and would flourish a culture of excellence among 

students.  

Demerits- 

 Present education system needs to focus on improving the current standard of education in schools by introducing 

a more rigorous and thorough teacher’s training, incorporating audio-visual aids in academics, conducting more 

school education trips and similar activities so that it leads to better learning system. However the current step is 

regressive on that would force students for rote-learning and memorization than understanding. 

 Our current board examinations have many shortcomings. Examiners follow the marking scheme rigidly and many 

bright students have suffered because they have expressed themselves differently.  

 It would further tense the parents and haunt the students for obtaining good marks in the exams. It boosts exam-

oriented education culture of India which is not a true tester of capabilities of students.  

 Boards themselves are alleged of discrepancies prevailing in checking of answer sheets and awarding of marks.  

 Proposed board exams are said to be mandatory but they would not have any effect on promotion to the further 

class. This very provision seems illogical and reduces the seriousness attached with board exams. 

 Piling additional pressure on such young students can hamper their natural learning curve since not all students 

develop intellectually to learn same things at the same pace and time. 

Conclusion- 

CISCE board is admired for the freedom it provides to the schools for designing their curriculum, notebooks and 

evaluation system. And It’s “student friendly” policies are well recognized but this new step is in contrast of these two.  

The council’s main objective in introducing these new tests, according to various dailies, is to assess the standard of 

teaching and thus keep schools on track. However, examination results can never indicate the quality of school teaching 

accurately; the focus should be on teacher training and teacher development. External assessment of schools for 

benchmarking and self-evaluation is required but certainly not in the form of periodic board exams.  
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Q) The pricing of cardiac stents in India has been mired in controversy and allegations of 

profiteering at the cost of vulnerable patients. Discuss the opinion of various stakeholders 

on this issue. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction :- A coronary stent is a tube-shaped device placed in the coronary arteries that supply blood to the heart, 

to keep the arteries open in the treatment of coronary heart disease. It is used in a procedure called percutaneous 

coronary intervention (PCI). Stents reduce chest pain and have been shown to improve survivability in the event of 

an acute myocardial infarction. 

Similar stents and procedures are used in non-coronary vessels e.g. in the legs in peripheral artery disease. 

 

Heart patients who require coronary stents stand to get an average benefit of close to `1lakh after the country’s drug 

pricing authority on fixed a cap on stent prices. National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) slashed prices of 

coronary stents by over 75%, capping the ceiling prices of drug eluting stents (DES) and bio resorbable vascular scaffolds 

(BVS) at Rs 29,600, and bare metal stents (BMS) at Rs 7,260. Including VAT, these stents are expected to cost Rs 31,080 

and Rs 7,623, respectively.  

A coronary stent is a wire mesh tube used to clear blockages in the arteries and prevent heart attacks. The ceiling prices 

notified by the body are applicable to manufacturers, distributors and hospitals billing patients for stents effective 

February 14, according to NPPA’s notification. It has also made it mandatory for hospitals to bill cardiac stents separately 

from the procedure package billed to patients.  

The regulator claimed that “huge” and “unethical” mark ups were charged on the devices throughout the supply chain.  

The reaction from this from various stakeholders is as follows. 

 Patients: It’s a welcome move as the storm is one of import and life-saving medical devices making health service 

more affordable. 

 Government : Government is of the opinion that stern is a life-saving medicine and pricing it at 1000% percent 

profit margin is nowhere acceptable 

Thus the care taken of citizens, it’s a rational move as to curb the unrealistic pricing racking by corporates. 

 Civil society: The fight for their cause to stop the extortion of money from the vulnerable status has been achieved. 

 Manufacturers, hospitals, and doctors: They are of the opinion that they claimed the move would dent India’s 

industry-friendly image would stifle innovation in stents. 
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Q) Evidence from the latest round of the National Family Health Survey (NFHS) suggests 

that the infant mortality rate (IMR), an important summary measure of a country’s health, 

saw a marked improvement over the past decade. Examine the reasons behind this 

success. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Details on NFHS: 

The National Family Health Survey (NFHS) is a large-scale, multi-round survey conducted in a representative sample 

of households throughout India. Three rounds of the survey have been conducted since the first survey in 1992-93. The 

survey provides state and national information for India on fertility, infant and child mortality, the practice of family 

planning, maternal and child health, reproductive health, nutrition, anemia, utilization and quality of health and family 

planning services. Each successive round of the NFHS has had two specific goals: a) to provide essential data on health 

and family welfare needed by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and other agencies for policy and programme 

purposes, and b) to provide information on important emerging health and family welfare issues. 

 

Definition of infant mortality rate (IMR): 

Infant mortality rate (IMR) is the number of deaths per 1,000 live births of children under one year of age. The rate for 

a given region is the number of children dying under one year of age, divided by the number of live births during the 

year, multiplied by 1,000. 

Infant mortality rate was an indicator used to monitor progress towards the Fourth Goal of the Millennium Development 

Goals of the United Nations for the year 2015. It is now a target in the Sustainable Development Goals for Goal Number 

3 (“Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages”). 

Improvement in IMR 

The infant mortality rate (IMR) saw a marked improvement over the past decade, declining from 57 per 1,000 live births 

in 2005-06 to 41 per 1,000 live births in 2015-16. The improvement over the past decade has been much faster than in 

the rest of the post-liberalization era. The IMR declined at a nearly constant pace of 2.5% per annum between 1992-93 

and 2005-06. But the pace of decline accelerated over the past 10 years, with the IMR registering an annual decline of 

3.24% per annum. 
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This positive trend has following reasons behind its success: 

 Increased public spending on health: 

The percentage of total amount spend on the Health expenditure has increase in total GDP in recent years. This has 

resulted into reduced Infant mortality rate. 

 Increased literacy level: 

As inferred from the empirical analysis of the data, it is evident that female literacy has sificant impact on Infant 

Mortality Rate (IMR). The analysis also points out that male literacy also plays a positive role particularly in the 

households where the nursing mother is illiterate. 

 Availability of health facilities: 

The other major variable which plays a major role in reducing Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) is availability of health 

facilities. It has to be taken into thoughtful consideration that the availability of health institutions and quality of service 

are major factors that have significant impact. 

 Employment opportunities: 

Improvements in male employment and reductions in poverty also reduce infant mortality, but their quantitative impact 

is weak in comparison to the improvement in the women’s characteristics like literacy, workforce participation etc. 

 Technological interventions: 

Technology has played very crucial role in the reduction of infant deaths. The use of technology to detect female feticide 

has shown good results as well. In general medical usages as well the technology has made improvements that have 

saved many lives. 

 Governments schemes: 

Under the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) the following programmes/schemes and awareness campaign is 

launched by the Government to reduce infant mortality rate: 

1. Establishment of Sick New Born Care Units at District Hospitals, newborn stabilization Units at Community Health 

Centres (CHCs) and New Born Care corners at 24×7 Primary Health Centres (PHCs) to provide new born and child 

care services. 

2. Navjaat Shishu Suraksha Karyakram (NSSK), a programme for training health care providers on essential newborn 

care and resuscitation. 

 Home Based New Born Care (HBNC) through ASHAs with series of home visits. 

1. Integrated Management of Neonatal and Childhood Illness (IMNCI) and Facility Based Integrate Management of 

Neonatal and Childhood Illnesses (F-IMNCI). 

 

Q) Critically analyse how does the National Health Policy (NHP), 2017, seeks to address 

issues of the rapid rise in the share of the old — i.e. 60 years or more — and associated 

morbidities, especially sharply rising non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and disabilities. 

(200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Geriatric care management 

 Geriatric care management(also known as “elder care management”, “senior health care management” and 

“professional care management”) is the process of planning and coordinating care of the elderly and others with 

physical and/or mental impairments to meet their long term care needs, improve their quality of life, and maintain 

their independence for as long as possible. It entails working with persons of old age and their families in managing, 

rendering and referring various types of health and social care services. 

 Geriatric care managers accomplish this by combining a working knowledge of health and psychology, human 

development, family dynamics, public and private resources and funding sources, while advocating for their clients 

throughout the continuum of care. For example, they may assist families of older adults and others with chronic 

needs such as those suffering from Alzheimer’s disease or other dementia 
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Challenge of Geriatric care in India: 

Detailed projections of the old in India by the United Nations Population Division (UN 2011) show that India’s 

population, ages 60 and older, will climb from 8% in 2010 to 19% in 2050. By mid-century, their number is expected to 

be 323 million. However, India lacks the basic infrastructure and expertise to support the health and welfare of the 

elderly. According to multiple surveys across the country, for most Indian senior citizens, the biggest concerns are: 

healthcare costs, lack of financial support and isolation. Additionally, most of the aged are not accorded the dignity of 

care they deserve. 

The challenges can be listed as: 

 Lack of physical infrastructure is a major deterrent to providing comfort to the aged. 

 Very little information and knowledge exists about specific geriatric diseases. 

 In addition, there is little public or private financial support for the elderly. 

 Unlike most developed countries, emergency response infrastructure for senior citizens is ill-developed. 

 Rapid socio-economic change, including more nuclear families, is also making elder care 

management difficult. 

 Most senior citizens who live alone suffer due to lack of companionship. 
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National Health Policy, 2017: 

The primary aim of the National Health Policy, 2017, is to inform, clarify, strengthen and prioritize the role of the 

Government in shaping health systems in all its dimensions- investment in health, organization and financing of 

healthcare services, prevention of diseases and promotion of good health through cross sectorial action, access to 

technologies, developing human resources, encouraging medical pluralism, building the knowledge base required for 

better health, financial protection strategies and regulation and progressive assurance for health. The policy emphasizes 

reorienting and strengthening the Public Health Institutions across the country, so as to provide universal access to free 

drugs, diagnostics and other essential healthcare. 

 The broad principles of the policy is centered on 

 Professionalism 

 Integrity and Ethics 

 Equity 

 Affordability 

 Universality 

 Patient Centered & Quality of Care 

 Accountability and pluralism 

The national population policy 2017 fails to cater the very specific needs of the elderly population; following are some of 

the points that can have impact on geriatric care indirectly. 

1. The policy assigns specific quantitative targets aimed at reduction of disease prevalence/incidence, for health status 

and programme impact, health system performance and system strengthening. 

2. Geriatric health care and care for major NCDs is listed as a focus area in the primary healthcare packages .The 

policy recognizes the growing need for palliative and rehabilitative care for all geriatric illnesses and advocates the 

continuity of care across all levels 

3. It seeks to strengthen the health, surveillance system and establish registries for diseases of public health 

importance, by 2020. It also seeks to align other policies for medical devices and equipment with public health 

goals. 

4. The policy aspires to provide at the district level most of the secondary care which is currently provided at a medical 

college hospital. This is important as majority of senior citizens reside in rural areas. 

5. The policy envisages strategic purchase of secondary and tertiary care services as a short term measure to 

supplement and fill critical gaps in the health system. 

6. The NHP, 2017 advocates a positive and proactive engagement with the private sector for critical gap filling towards 

achieving national goals. It envisages private sector collaboration for strategic purchasing, capacity building, skill 

development programmes, awareness generation, developing sustainable networks for community to strengthen 

mental health services, and disaster management. 

The NHP, 2017 fails in following aspects: 

 The policy has not specifically mentioned the disability that occurs at old age. The kind of disability that occurs in 

old is different from the general occurrence of disability at varied ages and by varied causes. 

 There is need of gender wise differentiation in case of handling the challenge of Geriatric aspect of medical 

conditions such as severity and type of disabilities. It has been found that the some type of disabilities is prominent 

in female than in male old age population. 

 Careful attention must be given to reorient health systems to accommodate the needs of chronic disease prevention 

and control by enhancing the skills of health-care providers and equipping health-care facilities to provide services 

related to health promotion, risk detection, and risk reduction. 

 The India has huge challenge of old age people care management as it may create hindrance in the utilization of 

demographic dividend. Being the ethical issue as well the taking care of aged people has to be one of the priority 

areas for the government who represents popular will. The new comprehensive policy for geriatric care can deal 

with very specific challenges of this field. 
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Q) A  special provision in the recent Mental Health Act wants public institutions such as 

universities to treat mental health as a valuable public good in its own right. Elaborate 

and discuss this provision. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Statistics on mental health challenges in India as per findings by National Mental Health Survey 

 Nearly 10 per cent of the population has common mental disorders, 1.9 per cent of the population suffers from 

severe mental disorders. The prevalence of mental morbidity is found to be very high in urban Centres, where there 

is a higher prevalence of schizophrenia, mood disorders and neurotic or stress-related disorders. 

 Due to the stigma associated with mental disorders, nearly 80 per cent of those with mental disorders had not 

received any treatment despite being ill for over 12 months. 

Details on Mental healthcare bill 2017: 

 The bill effectively decriminalizes suicide attempt under the Indian Penal Code by mentally ill persons by making 

it non-punishable. Electro-convulsive therapy, which is allowed only with the use of anaesthesia, is however out of 

bounds for minors. 

 The bill outlines the procedure and process for admission, treatment and subsequent discharge of mentally ill 

persons. 

 Bill mentions that every mental health establishment has to be registered with the respective Central or State 

Mental Health Authority. For registration, the concerned establishment needs to fulfill different criteria as 

mentioned in the Bill. 

 The provision in the bill empowers a mentally-ill person to have the right to make an advance directive that explains 

how she/he wants to be treated for the requisite illness and who her/his nominated representative shall be. 

 This bill states that every person will have the right to access mental healthcare from services which are operated 

or funded by the government. It also includes good quality, easy and affordable access to services. It also provides 

for the right to equality of treatment, seeks to protect such persons from inhuman treatment, access to free legal 

services, their medical records, and the right to complain in the event of regarding deficiencies in provisions. 

Importance of this specific clause: 

 The clause of inclusive education is well integrated in sarva shiksha abhiyaan in order to create the healthy and 

non-discriminated for differently abled people. This provision in mental healthcare bill is a step ahead in order to 

sensitize this issue at higher level of education. The provision is potential enough to generate many innovative 

solutions to manage challenges of mental health problems. 

 The youth of today faces pressure in many forms: competition, social and family pressure to excel in academics, 

the urge to be unique and do well in more spheres than one. This may at any time put the youth through more than 

he expects to deal with. Mental health can easily take its toll under such circumstances. 

 Likewise, teachers may encourage students to consider how their respective disciplines add value to human 

wellbeing. This provision can create the sensitiveness towards challenges faced by mentally ill person. 

 This specific provision mentions the right based approach of inclusivity and thus treats the differently abled people 

as the Human resource development. 

 

Q) Many studies have proved abysmal quality of education in India. Critically analyse the 

causes. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Findings of some reports regarding the educational system in India- 

 The study, ‘Region and Education Around the World’, conducted by PEW research center Newyork, focuses on 

“educational attainment” among the major religions of the world. Its startling conclusion is that Hindus have the 

“lowest” level of “educational attainment” in the world, and the Indian school educational system is at the bottom 

of the international league, along with that in Sub-Saharan Africa. The “Christian” average is 9.3 years of schooling, 
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7.9 years for “Buddhists”, while Muslims and Hindus of the world undergo 5.6 years of schooling against the global 

average of 7.7 years.  

 The findings of a 2011 study by R.J. Barro of Harvard University and J.W. Lee of Korea University are in conformity 

with the PEW assessment of Indian school standards.  

 In 2012, PISA, the measurement standard adopted in Europe and utilised in a large number of countries, studied 

Indian school quality in two states. The depressing conclusion of the 110-country study was that India ranked 

second last — beating only Kyrgyzstan in the honours list. 

 The Annual Status of Education Report conducted by Pratham, an Indian NGO with some credibility, had assessed 

in 2014 that 75 per cent of all children in Class III, over 50 per cent in Class V and over 25 per cent in Class VIII 

could not read texts meant for Class II. 

 National Survey Sample results in 2015 indicated sharp decline in learning outcomes in mathematics, science and 

English in the secondary schools. 

Causes– 

 Poor governance- 

The main problem is the abysmal quality of governance, with politics permeating every aspect of educational 

administration. Factors other than merit play a significant part in the management of affairs; proper governance 

standards, with adequate incentives, and checks and balances, have not been put in place. 

The focus of the entire structure at the Centre and the states is on the minister, secretary, and the educational regulatory 

institutions — not on the student, teacher, principal and school. 

 Non-inclusiveness- 

The system is not “inclusive” and does not give a second chance to the weaker sections. 

The school-level data are unreliable. The access promised to the Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) has hardly been 

implemented. 

 Lack of infrastructure- 

Approximately 95.2 per cent of schools are not yet compliant with the complete set of RTE infrastructure indicators 

according to survey conducted in 2010.They lacks drinking water facilities, a functional common toilet, and do not 

have separate toilets for girls. 

 Quality variance-  

The fundamentals of teacher management, teacher education and training as well as school governance and 

management are lacking at every step. Number of boards causes non uniformity of curriculum throughout India 

so maintenance of quality standard is quite difficult. 

 System of education- 

Education is information based rather than knowledge based. The whole focus is on cramming information rather 

than understanding it and analyzing it. The curriculum is rote-oriented and little practical thought has been given 

to pedagogy at any stage. 

 Gender/Caste issues- 

Traditional Indian society suffers from many kind of discrimination so there are many hurdles in education of 

unprivileged sections of society like women, SC, ST and minority. 

 Costly higher education- 

Very minimal amount of subsidy is provided for higher education so if student seeks to get chances of higher 

education still he misses out because of lack of economic resources. 

 Inadequate government funding- 

The demand for financial resources far exceeds the supply. Very small amount is available for innovative programs 

and ideas. 

 Challenges of non-school going children– 

Poverty which forces them to work, patriarchal mindset, discrimination in schools, distance between school and home. 
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Steps to be taken to improve education system- 

 Adoption of technology 

Effective use of technological tools in teaching has many benefits. It will solve the many problems of infrastructure, 

quality. 

 Teacher training 

Teachers’ training remains one of the most chaotic, neglected and deficient sectors of India’s vast education system. 

This needs to be changed as they virtually hold the destiny of the future generations in their hands. 

 More government spending 

India targeted towards devoting 6% share of the GDP towards the educational sector, the performance has 

definitely fallen short of expectations. Also funding is needed to be spend on building infrastructure. 

 Inclusive education system 

Growth in education sector should incorporate all sections of society like rural, urban poor, woman, Backward 

classes etc. 

 Quality education 

Education provided should meet needs of student. e.g. education provided to hearing impaired or slow learners. It 

should allow them to enhance their skills and get better employment options 

 PPP model 

Public-Private sources and to encourage the active participation of the private sector in national development. It is 

more forcefully advocated when public resources are projected to be inadequate to meet needs. 

 IES 

An All India Education Services should be established which will decide the policies of education in consultation 

with educationalists. 

 Education policy 

Educational policy need frequent update. It should cover personality development aspect of student It should also 

imbibe values of culture and social services. 

Conclusion- 

We must understand that India has unique educational challenges, due to issues like poverty, patriarchy, teacher’s 

attitude etc. There cannot be a uniform answer to these challenges. Different sections of students have different 

challenges for this the measures have also to be different; however the new education policy 2016 is a ray hope for our 

education system. 

 

Topic: Mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection and 

betterment of these vulnerable sections 

Q) Critically comment on the recent changes made to the Maternity Benefit (Amendment) 

Act (MBA), 2017. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

Following changes has been done by Maternity Benefit (amendment) act, 2017 

 The maximum period for which any woman shall be entitled to maternity leave shall be twenty-six weeks of which 

not more than eight weeks shall precede the date of her expected delivery. 

 The maximum period entitled to maternity benefit by a woman having two or more than two surviving children 

shall be twelve weeks of which not more than six weeks shall precede the date of her expected delivery. 

 Every establishment having fifty or more employees shall have the facility of crèche within such distance as may be 

prescribed, either separately or along with common facilities. 
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 All Establishments shall intimate in writing and electronically to every woman at the time of her initial appointment 

regarding every benefit available under the Act. 

 A woman who legally adopts a child below the age of three months or a commissioning mother shall be entitled to 

maternity benefit for a period of twelve weeks from the date the child is handed over to the adopting mother or the 

commissioning mother, as the case may be. 

As one can see, the above mentioned amendments are highly progressive and cater the needs of working woman in 

compassionate manner. There are some lacunae as the bill has missed some of the very crucial dimension that should 

have been included in amendment in order to make it more effective. 

The bill has following positive notes on its side: 

 By increasing paid maternity leave, the bill tries to improve the financial security of the woman. 

 The crèche facility at working places will add to the dignity of woman to the remarkable level. 

 Allowing maternity leave to the mother who has adopted children clearly shows the mother as well as child oriented 

approach the bill holds. 

 Employer can permit the women to work from home if the nature of work assigned to her permits her to do so. 

Following are the areas where the bill falls short: 

 The larger chunk of female workforce ranging from 90 to 97% employed in unorganized sector. This bill does not 

provide any provision for large number of woman force working in the unorganised sector. 

 Amendments ignore the paternity leave which will enforce the patriarchal belief that caring of child is sole 

responsibility of women. This amendment was an opportunity with government to introduce the concept of 

paternal leave in country. 

 There will be the possibility that Employers will count the lost and simply shun to employee women. 

This amendment though progressive in nature, it can be better by inclusion of above mentioned crucial points. The role 

of working woman in Indian economy is getting prominence and this amendment bill is the right step in the right 

direction. 

 

Q) In a welcome move this week, India has ratified two key global conventions meant to 

keep children away from work, decades since they were originally adopted by the 

International Labour Organisation. What’s the significance of this ratification? Do you 

think this ratification would benefit all stakeholders? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Indian government has ratified two fundamental conventions of International Labour Organization (ILO) to address 

concerns related to child labour. The two conventions are — Minimum Age Convention (No 138) concerns minimum 

age for admission to employment and Worst Form of Child Labour Convention (No 182) concerns prohibition and 

immediate action for elimination of the worst form of Child labour. 

Significance of this step- 

 With India ratifying the two conventions, Convention 182 will cover more than 99% of the world’s children and the 

coverage of Convention 138 will leap from approximately 60 percent to almost 80%. 

 The ratification of the Convention No 138 and 182 would move a step ahead in the direction of achieving the goal 

of eradication of child labour from the country as it would be legally binding to comply with the provisions of the 

Conventions. 

 India would join majority of countries who have adopted the legislation to prohibit and place severe restrictions on 

the employment and work of children. 

 The step would act as big boost in attaining the Sustainable Development Goals like Good Health and Well-being 

(goal no 3) and Quality Education (goal no 4). 
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 Government has recently enacted Child labour (Prohibition and Prevention) amendment Act, 2016 – banning 

employment of child labour below 14 years of age in all occupations and processes. It further prohibits employment 

of adolescents (14-18 years of age) in hazardous occupations. The ratified ILO conventions run supplementary to 

this act and would create healthy environment for the well-being of the children. 

 Countries that ratify these ILO conventions have to go through a periodical reporting system every 4 years. Thus 

government would be under the international pressure to implement the conventions in its true spirit. 

Would this ratification benefit the stakeholders? 

 The stakeholders like Children and poor sections of society would be the greatest beneficiaries of this ratification. 

 As mentioned above, government would be under the legal liability to eradicate the child labor. Child labor 

constitutes around 13% of the total workforce in India. These 10.1 million children are the potential beneficiary of 

the move. 

 At the same time poor and marginalized sections of the society who could not afford educations and other facilities 

for their children will have great hopes from the move. 

 This move would also benefit the NGOs working for eradicating the child labor as their efforts would be 

strengthened and supplemented by government. 

Industries and businesses particularly those in informal sector would come under strict regulation by government to 

check any violation of the provisions of the Indian law and ILO conventions.   

Conclusion- 

The ratification of the ILO conventions reflects India’s resolve to reduce and eliminate the child labor and to give 

children their due rights of childhood. However just ratifying conventions would not make much difference until and 

unless government takes firm steps for their implementations. 

 

Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States and 

the performance of these schemes; 

Q) “..farm loan waiver undermines an honest credit culture, it impacts credit discipline, it 

blunts incentives for future borrowers to repay, in other words, waivers engender moral 

hazard.” Do you agree critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Context- 

The UP government’s waiver of farmer loans, dramatic protests by Tamil Nadu farmers in Delhi and a warning from the 

RBI Governor against loan waivers — have once again brought farm loan write-offs under public glare. 

What is farm credit? 

Farm credit, as defined by the Reserve Bank of India, includes short term, medium term and long term credits to farmers. 

Short term credit, as the name itself suggests are loans by farmers for a period of 6 months or at best one year to help 

them raise money before and after the harvest. The banks distribute loans to farmers for a variety of activities such as 

purchasing fertilisers, harvesting, spraying, grading and transporting their produce to the nearest market. These farmers 

could be into traditional forms of farming, which means crops such as sugarcane, pulses and various plantations like 

tea, coffee and horticulture. For other activities such as irrigation, development of farms and purchase of equipment, 

the lenders provide loans for a longer period of time. 

Points in support of farm loan waiving 

 Agriculture in India has been facing many issues — fragmented land holding, depleting water table levels, 

deteriorating soil quality, rising input costs, low productivity. Add to these vagaries of the monsoon. Output prices 

may not be remunerative. Farmers are often forced to borrow to manage expenses. Also, many small farmers not 

eligible for bank credit borrow at exorbitant interest rates from private sources. 

 When nature rides roughshod over debt-ridden farmers in the form of erratic monsoon and crop failures, they face 

grim options. Indebtedness is a key reason for the many farmer suicides in the country. Loan waivers provide some 

relief to farmers in such situations for sure. 
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 As much as 67 per cent of India’s farmland is held by marginal farmers, with holdings below one hectare, against 

less than one per cent in large holdings of 10 hectares and above, the latest agriculture census shows. The average 

size of the holding has been estimated as 1.15 hectare. There is a steady declining trend as the size of these holdings 

denotes various agriculture censuses since 1970-71. 

 Waiving the farm loan supports the food security indirectly. As India is agriculture based economy, Majority of the 

workforce is still dependent on the primary sector for their livelihood. 

As in current context the farm loan waiving has become politically motivated activity, there are many 

concern linked with the very idea of loan waiving in Agriculture sector. 

 The main challenge is the identification of the needy farmers. It has been found that the benefits of the scheme has 

not been reached to most needy section , while the rich farmers has taken the ill advantage of the waiver schemes 

by government over the period. 

 Loan waiver has not helped the farmers as it has become moreover a temporary solution. It is a relief only for one 

season with the farmers going back to grind in the next. 

 Undermining the honest credit: The banks apprehend that such waivers might see a spurt in their non-performing 

assets as even those, who have been making regular repayments, would stop paying their dues, hoping for another 

waiver. 

 There is a financial fall-out as well. The waiver is to be funded by the State Government, without a direct central 

aid. The loan waiver will increase the debt to gross domestic product (GDP) ratio for states that threatens the 

financial viability of state economics. 

 Loan waivers are both “bad politics” and “bad economics”. Indebtedness is the most acute problem faced by small 

and marginal farmers. However, their borrowings are primarily from moneylenders and hence a loan waiver is not 

going to make any sense for them. It is the richer farmers who are the real beneficiaries of such populist policies. 

 Specific problem of small and marginal farmers: The problems faced by small farmers are complex and require a 

ruthless political will to address them. Their landholdings are below the economically viable threshold – the result 

is the cyclical appearance of bad loans and poor rainfall. Loan waivers have little to do with ending the conditions 

that lead to such problems. 

 A moral hazard: Loan waiver schemes vitiate the credit culture and make it tougher for banks to continue lending 

to these segments. They create moral hazards in the financial system by rewarding those farmers who default on 

their loans, offering nothing to those who pay. 

The farmers need support and the society has to evolve a sustainable method. It should keep prices and wages in check 

and also spur economic growth. Benevolent farm policy is accepted as the best way to spur demand and industrial 

growth. 

 

Q) Do you think betrayed poll promises of doubling farm incomes is one of the reasons 

why farmers are agitating across India? What are the other reasons? Critically examine. 

(200 Words) 

EPW 

Causes of current agitation: 

 Market instability: The rise of input costs, fall in output prices and decreased productivity are the major concerns. 

 Monetary policy: While the policy directed at inflation target seems desirable, the impact of lower inflation (fall in 

prices of agricultural commodities) has to be given particular heed and analyzed accordingly. 

 Demonetization: The cash crunch caused and the reliance of farmer community on delayed payments and 

middlemen can not be ignored. 

 Increased output due to better monsoon in 2016: This has led to fall in prices (more supply) and has a role in 

causing distress. The return on the amount invested is much lower than expected ( eg, soyabean). 

 Poll promises and higher expectations: have led to the farmers seek help from the government only to be 

disappointed.  
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 Loan waivers: The announcement of waiver in one state has led to farmers in other states expect similar 

concessions, at times, despite not being in distress. 

Govt. has taken a no. of steps like – 

 Dalwai committee on doubling farmer’s income by 2022 

 Arvind Subramaniyam committee on introduction for GM pulses 

 Farmer’s Index by Niti Aayog. 

 Swaminathan Commission report(2006) on agriculture reforms. 

The Govt  has also taken significant steps on it’s poll promises. It has focused on resolving the key issues and have 

attempted a fresh re-look in the much neglected marginal farmers concern. Some initiatives being: 

 e-NAM and APMC Act — to have better price for produce. 

 Impetus in setting up Mega Food Park 

 PM Fasal Bima Yojana – One Crop One Rate — with no cap on the premium and coverage on natural events – 

cyclone, drought etc. 

 PM krishi Sinchayi Yojana – Integration on multifarious schemes – Dept of Agriculture, Land, Water Ministry to 

bring more cultivable area under assured irrigation – Har Khet ko Paani, Per Drop More Crop 

 Soil Health Card – Inputs on NPK ratio to be maintained for particular crop 

 Geo referencing to settle claims and speed up the same 

Way Ahead: 

 APMC reforms, land holding and consolidation reforms, extension services, storage facilities (Shanta Kumar 

Committee report. 

 One Crop Policy of Kerela can be a model law. 

 KCC loans to women on joint pattas collateral. 

 Permission for Horticulture and other perishables to be sold in open market(about 40-42% get wasted) 

 Shift farmers out of agriculture through skill dev. Like SANKALP,STRIVE and Mahila Haat 

 Consistent export/Import policy and MSP policy for crops other than wheat and paddy. 

 

Topic:  Development processes and the development industry- the role of NGOs, SHGs, various 

groups and associations, donors, charities, institutional and other stakeholders 

Q) Critically comment on the changing role of Indian philanthropists in development. 

Suggest how design and impact of philanthropy in India can be improved. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Philanthropy means the love of humanity, in the sense of caring and nourishing; it involves both the benefactor in their 

identifying and exercising their values, and the beneficiary in their receipt and benefit from the service or goods 

provided. A conventional modern definition is “private initiatives, for the public good, are focusing on quality of life,” 

which combines an original humanistic tradition with a social scientific aspect developed in the 20th century. 

Philanthropy has distinguishing characteristics charity; not all charity is philanthropy, or vice versa, though there is a 

recognized degree of overlap in practice. A difference commonly cited is that charity aims to relieve the pain of a 

particular social problem, whereas philanthropy attempts to address the root cause of the problem 

Indian Philanthropy A changing role: 

Indian philanthropy, especially individual philanthropy, is at a critical point. India’s philanthropy market has matured 

considerably, particularly when it comes to contributions from individual philanthropists. Indeed, that the amount of 

funds coming from individual philanthropists has grown six fold in the past five years, from Rs6,000 crore in 2011 to 
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Rs36,000 crore in 2016. Contributions from individual philanthropists have also grown faster than those coming from 

any other source, such as foreign aid, or from corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities. 

 

Following aspects must be taken into design of philanthropic activities in order to create maximum 

positive impact 

 Differentiating in Direct and indirect intervention: Direct interventions have deeper impact in the short 

term and can be easily measured, indirect interventions usually offer more scope to scale up and provide 

sustainable solutions for the long term. The entire breadth of interventions are needed, though donors almost 

always start with direct interventions and then move on to indirect interventions as they become familiar with the 

lay of the land. 

 Right decision on areas for activities: Potential donor needs to decide where he wants his money to be spent, 

such as education, health, urban development etc. Once the areas gets decided, further micro planning is very 

crucial in order to get maximum benefits from money spent by philanthropist. 

 Focus on treating root cause of problem: Indian philanthropists have had the tendency of only spending 

insofar as the symptoms get treated. The culture need to be developed so that more and more money gets diverted 

towards eradicating root cause of particular problem. 

 Establishing proper feedback channel: The philanthropist should be given a proper feedback assuring him 

that his money is wells-spent. This shall help us shed the image of the development sector as inefficient, corrupt 

and full of unreasonable bureaucratic hurdles. 

 Ensuring transparency and accountability: The government needs to work on ensuring transparency and 

accountability. Dalberg study found that India has been unable to leverage the philanthropic potential of its 

diaspora, because the latter perceives the development sector to be corrupt and inefficient, and is overwhelmed by 

regulatory constraints and unfavorable tax policies. 

 Promoting role of NGOs: Along with individual brand philanthropy, it would be better if substantial funds are 

utilised through quality NGOs as well. This would encourage good performance provide credibility and also attract 

donations from ordinary individuals. 

Socioeconomic context has changed, so have the demands of effective philanthropy as well. The new demands and multi 

stakeholder model of the philanthropy needs to be developed with proper integration of Indian requirements. 
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Topic:  Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability 

Q) Preventive detention laws in the country have come to be associated with frequent 

misuse. Discuss issues arising out of preventive detention and the Supreme Court’s views 

on this issue. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Details on preventive detention: 

Preventive detention, the practice of incarcerating accused individuals before trial on the assumption that their release 

would not be in the best interest of society—specifically, that they would be likely to commit additional crimes if they 

were released. Preventive detention is also used when the release of the accused is felt to be detrimental to the state’s 

ability to carry out its investigation. 

Preventive Detention is the most contentious part of the scheme fundamental rights in the Indian constitutions.  The 

Article 22 (3) of the Indian constitution provides that, if a person is arrested or detained under a law providing for 

preventive detention, then the protection against arrest and detention under Article 22 (1) and 22 (2) shall not be 

available. 

Preventive detention can however be made only on four grounds. 

The grounds for Preventive detention are— 

1. Security of state, 

2. Maintenance of public order, 

3. Maintenance of supplies and essential services and Defence 

4. Foreign affairs or security of India. 

Preventive detention is patently undemocratic. Before independence, the British government took recourse to it to 

suppress nationalist movements. The first Preventive Detention Act during the British rule was Bengal Regulation III of 

1918. 

Recent incident: 

Supreme Court thus rightly ruled that using this route to detain a person when ordinary law is available is illegal. It also 

ruled that just because ordinary law is time consuming, it is not good to take the path of preventive detention which is 

arbitrary. 

Issues with Preventive detention: 

 Extended Scope: 

The original law has an attempt to cover all possible cases that could arise. But with time, both legislature and executive 

have extended the scope of preventive detention as a measure against unlawful activities. For instance, to curb the 

smuggling activities and to protect foreign exchange, the Parliament passes the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and 

Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act, 1974. 

 Confusing status: 

Finally preventive detention laws may be passed by both the central and the state governments. The union government 

enacts preventive detention acts when required for defence, foreign affairs or security of India. State governments may 

pass such laws to maintain public order and to maintain essential supplies and services. This concurrent powers: of the 

union and the state governments over preventive detention creates a confusing situation. 

 Used as an extra constitutional tool: 

It has been used as a mean to bypass the normal legal functioning and existing statutory provisions which are lethargic 

in nature. It has been used as a shield to the cumbersome and time consuming legal process of India. 

 Unnecessary long term detention: 

Many detained people are in the custody for a long time without any assurance of trial or bail and sometimes the person 

is detained for a period more than even maximum possible term he would be sentenced once convicted. 
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 Against Rights: 

Preventive detention clearly violates the right to life and personal liberty (article 21). Thus it is a serious matter and the 

detaining authority should think wisely before taking such step. 

To prevent reckless use of Preventive Detention, certain safeguards are provided in the constitution. 

 Firstly, a person may be taken to preventive custody only for 3 months at the first instance. If the period of detention 

is extended beyond 3 months, the case must be referred to an Advisory Board consisting of persons with 

qualifications for appointment as judges of High Courts. It is implicit, that the period of detention may be extended 

beyond 3 months, only on approval by the Advisory Board. 

 Secondly, the detainee is entitled to know the grounds of his detention. The state however may refuse to divulge 

the grounds of detention if it is in the public interest to do so. Needless to say, this power conferred on the state 

leaves scope for arbitrary action on the part of the authorities. 

 Thirdly, the detaining authorities must give the detainee earliest opportunities for making representation against 

the detention. These safeguards are designed to minimize the misuse of preventive detention. It is because of these 

safeguards that preventive detention, basically a denial of liberty, finds a place on the chapter on fundamental 

rights. These safeguards are not available to enemy aliens. 

Conclusion- 

To sum up the circumstances around the Preventive Detention laws of the country, it can be said that definitely the 

intentions of enacting such a law is to prevent the anti-social elements from causing hindrances in the society which 

might lead to harmful effects on lives of citizens, but these laws have to be applied with utmost care and precaution so 

as to avoid any controversy. These laws directly affect the fundamental rights and freedoms of people who are 

guaranteed by the primary source of law in India i.e. the Constitution of India and the complexities arising out of the 

irresponsible implementation of these laws can consume a lot of time of the judiciary and life of the person so detained. 

 

Q) Critically analyse what has worked Right to Information (RTI) Act, 2005, what has not 

and what can be improved. (200 Words) 

EPW 

The Right to Information (RTI) Act, 2005 is an excellent example of a grass-roots movement culminating in the 

promulgation of groundbreaking laws and policies to achieve its ends. Originally envisioned to ensure that entitlements 

reached intended beneficiaries, the act has been used by citizens across the country to fight for a range of rights and 

entitlements, fight corruption, carry out research, and usher in a modicum of transparency in the functioning of public 

authorities. 

The Right to Information Act was hailed as a major act towards a strengthened democracy and the following features 

prove that it has been able to deliver for what it was made – 

 FIGHT CORRUTION: Its ability to fight corruption has significantly increased its hold in India. 

 ENSURED TRANSPARENCY: The enactment of this act ensured transparency in the bureaucratic systems. 

 FIGHTS FOR RIGHTS: It has increased its position as a major incharge for the fight of rights of the people. 

Right  to Information Act of India is world’s most extensively used transparency legislation. But despite a decade of 

functionality, this act hasn’t been able to achieve the goals. 

Problems – 

 Complex Process of appeal –  The procedure that in followed in courts is highly unsuited for appeals under RTI. 

But recent proposed amendments like written submission to public authority and attach evidences, would make 

this process more troublesome. 

 Pressure on RTI Activists – Almost 375 incidences of attacks on citizens have been recorded who sought 

information about corruption or wrongdoings in various public authorities. 

 Lack of personnel – With increasing number of RTI pleas, seekers are not able to gain timely information due to 

lack of personnel. 
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 Section 4 of RTI – Public authorities have been lax in providing information suo moto as mandated by section 4 of 

RTI. This is certainly increasing RTI queries. 

What didn’t work for RTI was – 

 STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS: There was a news that lack of staff has resulted in lakhs of RTI’ s pending. 

 INABILITY TO KEEP PACE: The fact that with mounting pressure and workload the whole system sort of crashed 

and was not able to keep pace with the growing demand. 

 IMPROPER IMPLEMENTATION: With improper implementation, the system was bound to fail and hence proper 

implementation is what is required. 

 Act gave relaxation to political parties , judiciary, even according to OFFICIAL SECRET ACT officers refuse to 

provide the information demanded. 

The following changes can be enforced for the betterment of the situation – 

 STRUCTURAL STRENGTHENING: More staff needs to be recruited to ensure that timely answers are given to RTI 

applicants. 

 TIME BOUND IMPLEMENTATION: The implementation of measures should be time bound to ensure success of 

the project. 

So far there has been great enhancement in transparency in public spheres but there are few structural changes which 

are needed to make this act milestone in good governance in India . 

 

Q) It is said that the contractor-engineer-politician troika is responsible for turning 

highways projects turned into NPAs. Discuss critically. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

BACKGROUND – 

The usual contractor-engineer-politician troika was always in command of highway projects since the very inception of 

the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI). It bloomed when the construction of the Golden Quadrilateral 

commenced in 2000. 

 While this initiative drew much applause in the initial years, it was soon overtaken by delays, cost over-runs and gold-

plating as the contractual framework remained archaic and PWD-style.  

Given the limitations of government funding, public private partnership (PPP) was introduced for ramping up 

investment from 2005 onwards. 

But, soon the following problems emerged because of the above said troika – 

CRONY CAPITALISM – 

 Crony capitalism soon took over. Soon after the initial PPP projects were rolled out, the NHAI demolished the 

international best practice of short-listing five bidders to ensure healthy and sustainable competition. As a result, all 

foreign investors (American, British, French, Italian, etc.) withdrew. The aggressive domestic bidders invented 

ingenious ways of making a killing even before operationalising their projects. 

BLOATING OF COSTS BY BIDDERS AGAINST NHAI’S APPROVED COSTS – 

 The bidders manipulate and get the banks to approve a highly bloated cost. This not only funds the entire project cost, 

including the promoter’s equity, but also enable siphoning of large sums of surplus cash while relieving the 

concessionaire of all financial risk.  

OVERESTIMATION OF COSTS BY DEVELOPERS and ADVANTAGE  DUE TO DELAYS OF PROJECTS – 

The contractors and engineers form nexus to overestimate project values from time to time and get help from politicians 

to approve the loans from banks. 

BUBBLE CREATED BY BANKS – 

Banks caused a bubble, failed to do due diligence and lent more than what was warranted to developers, and this has led 

to the high Non-Performing Assets (NPA) arising out of the road sector. They allowed funding to happen to the projects 

which were not yet ready for construction, and also  agreed to costs and TPCs [total project cost] much higher than what 
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NHAI had assessed. This  excess lending implied criminal conspiracy, as it meant fraudulent diversion and misuse of 

very large sums of public money. Since the highly inflated loans could never have been repaid from toll revenues, several 

projects have predictably turned into NPAs, which, in turn, has contributed to a steep decline in the health of banks. 

Thus , not just the troika of contractor-engineer-politician but also the banks which lent unnecessary sums of money to 

them without due diligence are responsible for the misuse of public money and rising NPAs. 

WAY FORWARD – 

NPA’s is one of the biggest problem affecting banks which is impacting the growth in other sectors and overall growth 

of the economy. Investors are not able to fund new projects since there is a weakening of credit system in the country.  

Road sector was responsible for the second highest amount of NPAs, after the steel sector. 

Following measures implemented properly can be helpful to reduce the NPAs in road sector – 

 The rejuvenation of the NHAI and the banks is critical for mobilising new capital and entrepreneurs. 

 Scrutiny of project costs- assessment of project costs by third parties,  The use of technology in traffic assessment 

to assess losses to the developers due to low traffic.  

 Rational lending to road projects – abiding to the NHAI’s approved project costs, etc. 

 

Q) The Supreme Court’s move to appoint a committee of administrators (CoA) in January 

this year to govern and reform cricket was expected to rescue cricket from many negative 

issues. Do you think CoA has been successful in reforming cricket governance in India? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The Committee of Administrators (CoA) was appointed by the Supreme Court to oversee the implementation of the 

recommendations of Lodha Committee to revamp BCCI’s administration. It has already been six months since the 

formation of CoA but there has been no gainful outcome. Instead CoA is facing new challenges administration and 

reforms. 

The CoA has overseen some positive reforms like- 

 For the first time, steps were taken to resolve the issues of sports reforms ( e.g. transparency, accountability etc.) 

 Players’ association would shortly come into existence as recommended by Lodha panel. 

 CoA led to implementation of the provision that office bearer could hold nine-year terms at the BCCI and state 

association separately. 

However, there are many key issues where the CoA has not able to bring success yet. Those are- 

 There are issues being raised about CoA’s inaction or rather its inability to act in cases of rampant conflict of interest 

and superstar culture within Indian cricket. 

 The four member CoA has itself been crippled by the resignation of one of its members and raising protest in an 

open letter. Further there is no guarantee that other members would work coherently. 

 The CoA suffers from inherent weaknesses both due to its ill-defined powers and poor choice of members with little 

experience in cricket or administration barring the chairman. Even regular affairs such as organizing tours of 

incoming teams remain stuck waiting for approval from CoA and SC. Neither could the CoA get state boards to 

implement reforms in the stipulated time. 

Conclusion- 

Though it would be difficult to judge the success and failure of CoA, it is facing credibility issue and needs firm resolve 

to cleanse the cricket administration. Instead of ambiguity about its mandate and role, the CoA needs clarity of thought 

and resolve, and must focus on its prime objectives — the universal adoption of the Lodha Committee’s 

recommendations, making cricket transparent and protected from potentially harmful conflicts, and restoring cricket 

to its players and fans.  
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Q) “Blockchain promises to create more transparent, accountable, and efficient 

governments.” Analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Blockchain technology- 

 A blockchain is an anonymous online ledger that uses data structure to simplify the way we transact. Blockchain 

allows users to manipulate the ledger in a secure way without the help of a third party. 

 A bank’s ledger is connected to a centralized network. However, a blockchain is anonymous, protecting the 

identities of the users. This makes blockchain a more secure way to carry out transactions. 

 The algorithm used in blockchain reduces the dependence on people to verify the transactions. This technology 

used for recording various transactions has the potential to disrupt the financial system. 

 

How it works? 

 Blockchain enables two entities that do not know each other to agree that something is true without the need of a 

third party. As opposed to writing entries into a single sheet of paper, a blockchain is a distributed database that 

takes a number of inputs and places them into a block. 

 Each block is then ‘chained’ to the next block using a cryptographic signature. This allows blockchains to be used 

as a ledger which is accessible by anyone with permission to do so.  If everyone in the process is pre-selected, the 

ledger is termed ‘permissioned’. If the process is open to the whole world, the ledger is called unpermissioned. 

How blockchain can create more transparent, accountable and efficient governance? 

Among 193 countries surveyed by the UN’s E–Government Development Index in 2016, India ranks 107th. Plagued by 

a lack of requisite infrastructure, poor execution, and ineffective supplementary programmes such as the National 

Digital Literacy Mission; digital India hopes to achieve ambitious targets in an effort to further India’s attempts to catch 

up with the developed world. This, however, is not the right approach. Instead of promising revolutions through 

reactionary policies designed to help India catch up with the rest of the world, the government must instead focus on 

proactively pursuing practical policies designed to leapfrog the rest of world. To this end, the government needs to 

embrace innovative and nascent technologies that not only improve the lives of its citizens, but also compels the 

government to be better in the long-term. 
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 Blockchain, the underlying technology behind Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, has the potential to optimize the 

delivery of public services, further India’s fight against corruption, and create considerable value for its citizens. 

 By maintaining an immutable and chronologically ordered record of all actions and files (“blocks”) linked together 

(“chain”) in a distributed and decentralized database, Blockchain creates an efficient and cost-effective database 

that is virtually tamper-proof. 

 By doing so, blockchain promises to create more transparent, accountable, and efficient governments. It is thus 

unsurprising that blockchain is already beginning to generate considerable interest. 

 In addition to creating a more efficient government, blockchain can also help create a more honest government. A 

public blockchain, like the one Bitcoin uses, records all information and transactions on the decentralized database 

permanently, publicly, and most importantly, securely. 

 By allowing governments to track the movement of government funds, blockchain can hold state and local actors 

accountable for any misappropriations. 

 Blockchain not only deters corruption through accountability, but it can also do so by bypassing the middleman 

entirely. Earlier this year, the World Food Programme began testing blockchain-based food and cash transactions 

in Pakistan’s Sindh province. Refugees in Jordan’s Azraq camp are now using the same technology, in conjunction 

with biometric registration data for authentication, to pay for food. With Aadhaar cards becoming nearly 

ubiquitous in India, adopting blockchain could be the next logical step in India’s pursuit of becoming a digital 

economy. 

 Blockchain can play an important role in storing individuals’ data, helping conduct secure transactions, 

maintaining a permanent and private identity record, and turning India into a digital society. 

Conclusion– 

Blockchain, however, is not a panacea. While it can help enhance the delivery of government services, it cannot replace 

an inefficient system. Although it can deter corruption by making governments more accountable and transparent, it 

cannot prevent the entering of false information into the network. Yet, it presents the government with a powerful 

opportunity. By embracing blockchain, it can create a bureaucracy that focuses on innovation and experimentation, a 

government that seeks to maximize efficiency and governance, and an economy sustained on the promise of technology. 

 

Q) Since Independence, India’s relations with the US have gone through three phases. 

Analyse these phases and critically comment on nature of India’s relationship with the US 

today. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

In recent years there has been great improvement in the relationship between India and US because- confining 

structures of the Cold War are dismantled. Ideological differences, therefore, no longer dictate foreign policy choices as 

much as they did during that period. Second, a closer U.S.-India relationship is beneficial for the world, as both political 

systems are based on democratic representation and animated by liberty, equality, and freedom of expression. 

Three phases of India-US relationship- 

Phase I – From 1947 to 1971 

 Though western powers led by USA wanted India to become capitalist country, India disappointed them when it 

chose the path of mixed economy tilting in favor of socialist pattern. 

 India tilted towards the US even as it insisted on non-alignment. Jawaharlal Nehru disdained communism and was 

on record stating that, at the limit, in a fight, India would side with the Anglo-American democracies.  

 Further war with China in 1962 compelled India to seek help from USA but it did not gain much in return. 

Phase II- from 1971 to 1989 

 During the war of Bangladesh liberation, Russia offered unqualified support to India against the aggressive USA. 

Thus in this second phase of the relationship, from 1971 to 1989, India tilted the other way, siding with the Soviet 

Union and against the Anglo-Americans while remaining formally non-aligned. 
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Phase III- from 1989 till present 

 LPG reforms of 1991 made US less skeptical about India. Further Disintegration of USSR and a weakened Russia 

and simultaneous rise of Chinese economy made all the future Prime Ministers of India to incline towards US. 

 In this phase India has increasingly tilted towards the US in global strategic terms. The tilt began with P.V. 

Narasimha Rao’s prime ministership, was accentuated by Atal Bihari Vajpayee, became even more acute 

under Manmohan Singh, and has inclined still further towards Washington in Modi’s time. 

 US signed civil nuclear deal with India making special waiver for India at NSG. 

 At the heart of the steadily increasing strategic tilt towards the US has been India’s worry over the dramatic rise of 

China. 

Nature of India’s relationship with US at present- 

 Strategic partnership- 

The new security challenges, like defending the freedom of Sea Lanes of Communications (SLOCs), especially given 

China’s growing assertiveness with regard to its maritime space, have provided the much needed urgency for both the 

United States and India to deepen their security relationship. 

While Washington is visibly concerned about growing Chinese assertiveness in the South China Sea, India is equally 

anxious with Chinese territorial aggression in its land borders. 

USA’s pivot to Asia policy brought India forefront to resist the Chinese domination in South China Sea, Indian Ocean 

and other smaller nations. Signing of civil nuclear deal is part of the same agenda. 

 Global fight against terrorism- 

Issue of terrorism is a common concern shared by the United States and India. Both countries have been affected deeply 

by terrorist attacks; in India’s case, some of the attacks were engineered by the terrorist group Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) 

from Karachi, Pakistan, while Osama bin-Laden, the leader of al-Qaeda was discovered by the United States living in 

Abbottabad, a Pakistani military town. Thus there has been close cooperation between the two countries to root out 

terrorism. 

 Military relations- 

India has diversified its arms import particularly by increasing import from America. Soon India could sign agreement 

with Lockhead Martin to manufacture F16 in India. USA has become second largest defence partner for India after USA. 

 Exploring the renewable energy- 

India is fast becoming a champion of renewables as its economy becomes more and more energy dependent. It is heavily 

investing in building its solar infrastructure.  US too is reducing its dependence on oil and exploring other ways like 

shale gas. Thus both countries can help each other in meeting their energy needs. 

 Dominance of Economic/Business potential- 

The US is India’s second largest trading partner, and India is its 11th largest trading partner. In 2015, the US exported 

$21.5 billion worth of goods to India, and imported $44.8 billion worth of Indian goods. Thus economic ties bind the 

strong relationship between two countries. 

Some concerns- 

 President Trump’s softening of stance towards China- 

President Trump’s Mar-a-Lago summit with President Xi Jinping and subsequent interactions with Beijing have 

seemingly reversed the US’s initial orientation towards China. China is now regarded as a valued partner in dealing with 

the US’s trade deficit and in containing North Korea. 

 President’s Trump’s transactional nature and demands for reciprocity- 

Though India is not an American ally, but it does have a trade surplus with the US. So it must therefore deliver on “fairer” 

trade and on job creation. 
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Why India could prove as biggest partner for US in future- 

 India with a population of 1.3 billion, living within a democratic set up, is politically structured to resonate with 

American values of democracy, individual liberty, and freedom. Henceforth, if America hopes to see a world with 

democratic values spreading, having India as a partner is definitely a force multiplier. 

 India is fast emerging as an economic powerhouse and a military power. By 2030, India is projected to be the third 

largest economy in the world, with a projected GDP of $10 trillion, behind the United States’ GDP ($33 trillion) 

and China’s GDP ($34 trillion).India will become the largest economy in the Commonwealth, overtaking Britain. 

Hence, a deeper U.S.-India relationship will bolster trade, create jobs, and further enhance economic investments 

and growth in both countries. 

 United States needs to share the burdens of regulating the “global commons” based on international norms and 

rules. This is especially critical in the Asia-Pacific region. Who could provide a better partnership in this aspect but 

India, with a growing military capability and fast-emerging naval power? India’s defense budget for the year 2015-

2016 was $40 billion, ranking it amongst the top militaries in the world. 

 India’s experience in handling enormous population diversity, including being home to the second largest Muslim 

population in the world (177 million), and slotted to be the largest in the world by 2050(311 million), may offer 

some vital lessons to the United States given its growing diverse populations. Despite some challenges, India has 

remained united, and its diversity has become its strength today. 

 In surveys of social attitudes across the world., India comes out as a country with some of the most favorable social 

attitudes toward the United States. People-to-people contact is on the rise, as well as academic and cultural 

exchanges. The Indian American diasporaof three million has also proved an asset in supporting better relationship 

between the two countries. 

Conclusion- 

India’s demotion strategically in Washington suggests that New Delhi must renew and deepen relationships elsewhere, 

particularly in Europe, which has stabilised since the spate of recent elections and will stabilise further when, as appears 

likely, Angela Merkel is re-elected. Cultivating Japan further and resetting India’s relations with Moscow is another 

priority. 

 

Topic:  Role of civil services in a democracy  

Q) It is said that a more committed bureaucracy could have been the agent of development 

and change, for a better, more secure India. Discuss critically importance of efficient civil 

services in making India secure. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

India needs more committed bureaucracy as inefficient and noncommittal bureaucracy has hampered the pace of 

progress and development in India. Administrative shortcomings of successive governments have been compounded by 

their propensity to treat problems, rooted in alienation and socio-economics, as “law and order” issues. Most instances 

of internal unrest originate in political venality, malfeasance and apathy. A lax administration, then, allows the problem 

to fester and assume unmanageable proportions, at which point the politicians panic and throw poorly trained police 

forces at it. 

Importance of efficient civil services in making India secure- 

 Quick and Timely decision: If the decisions are taken on time, it would result in least disruption of normal lives by 

radicals. Perhaps, the growing Maoist problem has risen because the system failed to take the right decision at the 

right time. 

 Proper guidance and training: IPS officers occupy the top posts in Central Armed Police Forces. The IPS officers 

should strategize ways of combating internal disturbances and be made responsible for combating the situations 

on the ground. 

 Understanding the demands: The people of a nation rebel only when their demands are not met and are treated 

discriminately. Thus Bureaucrats should understand the problems from the grass-root level and work towards 
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engaging the affected people in finding the solution. But most of the time bureaucrats treat the problem as law and 

order situation and unleash the suppression on affected people. 

 Coordinated efforts-All the braches of administration like central security forces, state police, revenue officers, 

district administration should work in tandem as internal security matters have different dimensions. 

 Exposure to ground reality-Most of the top officers at the top of the ladder of administration have inadequate 

understanding of the ground realities which could results into crisis resolution efforts in wrong direction. Thus it 

is very important for policymakers to have in-depth understanding of the security crisis. 

 Empathy and compassion-To solve any developmental issue, bureaucrats should have empathetic and 

compassionate attitude towards the affected people. This could result into putting extra efforts by administrators 

to resolve the issue that goes beyond the normal hours of duty. 

 Leadership-The bureaucrats must show leadership qualities when it is required most. Lack of leadership leads to 

policy paralysis and slow and ineffective decision making and ultimately creates trust deficit between the people 

and administration. Thus bureaucrats must be trained to take up the responsibilities and complete them effectively. 

 In case of external security, officers particularly from the Indian Foreign Service must have a proper knowledge of 

the geopolitical situations that persist in the world, the past experiences of the country and the future turn of events. 

They should be able to secure India’s interests while dealing with other nations through smart diplomacy. 

Conclusion- 

India needs efficient bureaucracy that could secure India both internally and externally.  The world is changing faster, 

so as to our bureaucracy. When people of the nation rebel against it and hostile countries surround a nation, it is critical 

time when Bureaucracy stand-up and make the things count. 

 

Topic:  Pressure groups and formal/informal associations and their role in the Polity 

Q) Impunity with which legislators in certain states have ignored the anti-defection law 

points to certain weaknesses in the processes and norms laid down in it. What are these 

weaknesses in anti-defection law? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction :- The anti-defection law was passed by parliament in 1985. The 52nd amendment to the Constitution 

added the Tenth Schedule which laid down the process by which legislators may be disqualified on grounds of defection. 

A member of parliament or state legislature was deemed to have defected if he either voluntarily resigned from his party 

or disobeyed the directives of the party leadership on a vote. That is, they may not vote on any issue in contravention to 

the party’s whip.  Independent members would be disqualified if they joined a political party. Nominated members who 

were not members of a party could choose to join a party within six months; after that period, they were treated as a 

party member or independent member. 

The law also made a few exceptions. Any person elected as speaker or chairman could resign from his party, and rejoin 

the party if he demitted that post. A party could be merged into another if at least two-thirds of its party legislators voted 

for the merger. The law initially permitted splitting of parties, but that has now been outlawed. 

Experience so far :- 

In the 24 years of this law, complaints have been made against 62 Lok Sabha MPs. Of these, 26 were disqualified. It is 

pertinent to note that ten of these disqualifications were after the trust vote of July 2008 (over India-US civil nuclear 

co-operation). Four cases were made against Rajya Sabha MPs (two in 1989 and two in 2008) and all were upheld. In 

state legislatures, up to 2004, out of 268 complaints, 113 were upheld. 

Weaknesses in anti defection laws :- 

The anti-defection law raises a number of questions, several of which have been addressed by the courts and the 

presiding officers. 

 Does the law impinge on the right of free speech of the legislators? This issue was addressed by the five-judge 

Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court in 1992 (Kihoto Hollohan vs Zachilhu and others). The court said that 

“the anti-defection law seeks to recognise the practical need to place the proprieties of political and personal 

conduct…above certain theoretical assumptions.” It held that the law does not violate any rights or freedoms, or 

the basic structure of parliamentary democracy. 
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 What constitutes “voluntarily” resigning from a party? Various judgements and orders indicate that a member who 

publicly opposes the party or states his support for another party would be deemed to have resigned from his 

party. News reports may be used as evidence for this purpose. 

 Can the decision of the presiding officer be challenged in the courts? The law states that the decision is final and 

not subject to judicial review. The Supreme Court struck down part of this condition. It held that there may not be 

any judicial intervention until the presiding officer gives his order. However, the final decision is subject to appeal 

in the High Courts and Supreme Court. 

Issues for consideration 

 Should the law be valid for all votes or only for those that determine the stability of the government (such as the 

confidence and no-confidence motions)? :- The main intent of the law was to deter “the evil of political defections” 

by legislators motivated by lure of office or other similar considerations. However, loss of membership is hardly a 

penalty in cases ahead of the scheduled time of general elections. It also loses significance if the House is likely to 

be dissolved. On the other hand, the voting behaviour may be affected even on issues not related to the stability of 

the government. A member may be unable to express his actual belief or the interests of his constituents. Therefore, 

a case may be made for restricting the law to confidence and no-confidence motions. The Dinesh Goswami 

Committee on electoral reforms (1990) recommended this change, while the Law Commission (170th report, 1999) 

suggested that political parties issue whips only when the government was in danger. 

 Should the law apply only to pre-poll alliances? :- The rationale that a representative is elected on the basis of the 

party’s programme can be extended to pre-poll alliances. The Law Commission proposed this change with the 

condition that partners of such alliances inform the Election Commission before the elections. 

 Should the judgement be made by the presiding officers? :- Several MPs had raised this issue at the time of passage 

of the law. The Supreme Court upheld the law in the Kihoto Hollohon The Goswami Committee, the Election 

Commission and the Venkatachaliah Commission to Review the Constitution (2002) have recommended that the 

decision should be made by the president or the governor on the advice of the Election Commission.  This would 

be similar to the process for disqualification on grounds of office of profit. 

 Should there be any additional penalties on defectors? :- The Venkatachaliah Commission recommended that 

defectors should be barred from holding any ministerial or remunerative political office for the remaining term of 

the House. It also said that the vote of any defector should not be counted in a confidence or no-confidence motion. 

Conclusion :- There is no ambiguity in the legality of current provisions related to these issues. Any change would 

require legislative action. There is, however, need for public debate on the working of the anti-defection law. 

 

Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations.  

Q) How will the Belt and Road Initiative impact Pakistan? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- The China-Pakistan-Economic-Corridor (CPEC) — flagship project under the mega One Belt One 

Road (OBOR) initiative — is not merely a corridor that Pakistan is hoping will transform its economy but rather a project 

that may wreck its finances and societal structure.  

Impact of Belt and Road initiative on Pakistan:- 

Benefits of B&RI to Pakistan: 

 Better infrastructure connectivity in all through the country 

 Huge foreign direct investment from China which will create millions of jobs in the country 

 Energy security is the main pillar of China Pakistan Economic Corridor under B&RI which may bring Power Boom 

in the energy deficient country. 

 Chinese presence on the soil will help Pakistan to pressurize India on Kashmir issue. 

 CPEC passes through Balochistan, one the most unstable region of Pakistan. Presence of Chinese Army would help 

Pakistan in combating insurgent activities in the region 
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But there is a dark side as well:- 

 The master plan, envisages a deep and broad-based penetration of most sectors of Pakistan’s economy as well as 

its society by Chinese enterprises and culture.  

 Under the plan, thousands of acres of agricultural land will be leased out to Chinese enterprises in Pakistan to set 

up “demonstration projects” in areas ranging from seed varieties to irrigation technology.  

 A system of monitoring and surveillance will be built in cities from Peshawar to Karachi with 24-hour video 

recording on roads and busy marketplaces for law and order. 

Besides, as the per master plan, a national fibre-optic backbone will be built for Pakistan not only for internet 

traffic, but also terrestrial distribution of broadcast TV, which will cooperate with Chinese media in the 

“dissemination of Chinese culture”. 

 A similar Sinification is visible in the Mandalay town of Myanmar which has impacted local architecture and 

culture. It remains to be seen how a conservative section of the Pakistani society reacts to the influence of Chinese 

culture.  

 A key thrust of the plan lies in agriculture. Pakistan will also become a market for agricultural produce from 

Western China and this will adversely impact local producers, alleged Pakistani civil society activists. From 

provision of seeds and other inputs, such as fertiliser, credit and pesticides, Chinese enterprises will also operate 

their own farms, processing facilities for fruits and vegetables and grain. 

 Logistics companies will operate a large storage and transportation system for agrarian produce, as per the CPEC 

master plan. Chinese enterprises will take the lead in each field.  The plan also envisages a terrestrial cable across 

the Khunjerab pass to Islamabad, and a submarine landing station of cable in Gwadar. Gwadar, as per the plan, “is 

positioned as the direct hinterland connecting Balochistan and Afghanistan”.  

 The expanded bandwidth will enable terrestrial broadcast of digital HD television, called Digital Television 

Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcasting (DTMB). This is envisioned as more than just a technological contribution. 

 According to the master plan, “It is a cultural transmission carrier. The future cooperation between Chinese and 

Pakistani media will be beneficial to disseminating Chinese culture in Pakistan, further enhancing mutual 

understanding between the two peoples and the traditional friendship between the two countries.” 
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 China may offer concessional rates to Pakistan, but Islamabad could still find the final debt unsustainable. 

Recently, Sri Lanka has alienated its financial independence along somewhat similar lines. 

 29 exclusive economic zones situated in the corridors have apparently been reserved for Chinese companies. 

 The CPEC makes it legitimate for the army to grow more. A new division, the Special Security Division, has been 

created. Fifteen thousand men have been recruited and deployed to provide security to 34 projects, something the 

Chinese were asking for after the targeting of some of their engineers and workers (already, 10,000 Chinese work 

in Pakistan), in Balochistan in particular. 

 The CPEC allows the Pakistani army to relate even more directly to the Chinese government not just for security 

reasons, but also for economic matters. 

 The army can use the CPEC for developing Milbus — the military business complex that gained momentum under 

General Pervez Musharraf and after.  

 The army may also repress the Baloch nationalists even more forcefully in the name of economic security under 

the CPEC’s umbrella. 

Conclusion :- For a country (Pakistan), which is the product of 100s of years of struggle against colonialism, it shouldn’t 

be too hard to diagnose the colonial ambitions of a rising power, in this case China. Government of Pakistan should 

incorporate the views of resenting citizens in order to keep itself away from dominating treatment of China. 

 

Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or 

affecting India’s interests 

Q) It is said that sustained India-Japan cooperation in Africa can match China’s 

substantial outreach. How can India and Japan go about in realizing this goal? Examine. 

(200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The 2016 India-Japan joint statement underscored the importance of coordinating bilaterally and with other countries 

for developing better regional economic linkages, connectivity, and facilitating industrial networks employing collective 

capabilities. Besides exploring prospects for cooperation in Southeast Asia, South Asia, and adjoining regions like Iran 

and Afghanistan, Indian and Japanese leaders have marked Africa as a priority in this regard. 

How can India and Japan match China? 

 While the continent has been included in Tokyo and New Delhi’s bilateral discussions since the institution of India-

Japan Dialogue on Africa in 2010, the leadership infused further momentum with the conceptualization of the 

Asia-Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC) in November 2016. The AAGC is an important component of the India-Japan 

Vision 2025 for Indo-Pacific Region. It further converges with Japan’s Free and Open Indo-Pacific Strategy and 

Expanded Partnership for Quality Infrastructure (EPQI) and India’s development cooperation with Africa and Act 

East Policy. 

 Japan is pushing for collaboration with India to decrease market risks in Africa. Combining India’s experience and 

understanding of the African market with Japan’s technological know-how and funding capabilities will lead to a 

‘“win-win scenario” in realizing Africa’s growth opportunities. 

 While India instituted the India-Africa Forum Summit (IAFS) to further its engagement with Africa, Japan’s Africa 

outreach is done primarily through the Tokyo International Conference on African Development (TICAD). Tokyo 

is concentrating on three important areas, in keeping with the focus of Japanese private sectors. 

 Japan’s Africa policy is founded on resource and economic diplomacy, especially the export of infrastructure. India 

has invested in the continent based on a “model of cooperation… free of conditions prioritizing the needs of the 

African stakeholders. India’s energy stakes are another important variable shaping New Delhi’s approach toward 

Africa. Africa’s hydrocarbon sector is of interest in order to fuel the Indian economic engine. 

 Drawing from India and Japan’s respective stakes in the continent, as well as their bilateral and regional ambitions 

in the Indo-Pacific, Japan and India have paved the way for greater coordination in Africa. Where there is an 
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alignment of interests, India has invested in strengthening relations with likeminded countries. New Delhi is 

working with Washington and Tokyo to support African development. 

 Indian engagement has focused on education, capacity building, skill and human resources development, and the 

Pan-African e-network supporting tele-education, tele-medicine, and e-commerce. 

Conclusion– 

Founded on a consultative and inclusive approach, the idea of AAGC is aimed at cultivating value chains, integrating 

and developing a competitive economic bloc, thereby accelerating Africa and Asia’s development trajectory. 

 

Q) What’s OPEC? Examine the issues it’s facing in recent years and impact of these issues 

on India. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

OPEC- 

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is a group consisting of 12 of the world’s major oil-exporting 

nations. OPEC was founded in 1960 to coordinate the petroleum policies of its members, and to provide member states 

with technical and economic aid. OPEC is a cartel that aims to manage the supply of oil in an effort to set the price of oil 

on the world market, in order to avoid fluctuations that might affect the economies of both producing and purchasing 

countries. 

OPEC, which describes itself as a permanent intergovernmental organization, was created in Baghdad in Sept. 1960, by 

its founding members: Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. The headquarters of the organization are in 

Vienna, Austria, where the OPEC Secretariat, its executive organ, carries out OPEC’s day-to-day business. 

According to its statutes, OPEC membership is open to any country that is a substantial exporter of oil and that shares 

the ideals of the organization. Along with the five founding members, OPEC has 9 additional member countries, as of 

2016. They are: Qatar, Indonesia , Libya, the United Arab Emirates, Algeria, Nigeria, Ecuador, Gabon and Angola. 

It is notable that some of the world’s largest oil producers, including Russia, China and the United States, are not 

members of OPEC and pursue their own objectives. 

OPEC’s influence on the market has been widely criticized. Because its member countries hold the vast majority of 

crude oil reserves (about 80%) and nearly half of natural gas reserves in the world, the organization has considerable 

power in these markets. As a cartel, OPEC members have a strong incentive to keep oil prices as high as possible, while 

maintaining their shares of the global market. 

Issues faced by it- 

 Shale gas competition- 

The huge production of shale gas at the cheap cost has created stiff competition for the oil producing nations of OPEC. 

 Global economic slowdown: 

With the ongoing global economic slowdown, the demand for petroleum and oil has fallen, leading to a decrease in price. 

This has led to falling of revenue of these countries whose majority of GDP is dependent on oil export. 

 Conflicts among the member countries: 

A fixed quota is given to each member country to produce oil to keep stable output at fairly high prices. However there 

have been differences over the allotment of quota among different member countries. Eg Saudi Arabia and Iran. 

 Excess production: 

Even with the changed scenario of a global slowdown, these countries are not changing their production patterns to suit 

the need of the changing world, leading to excess of supply with a constant or decreasing demand. 

 Competition from non-OPEC countries: 

Other countries are also exploring new oil reserves and devising new ways and technologies to reduce their dependence 

on OPEC countries for their oil requirements. For eg, North Sea, Mexico, Alaska etc. 
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Impact on India- 

India, being the fourth largest importer of crude oil, imports 85 per cent of total oil and 95 per cent of gas from OPEC 

nations. 

 Lower oil prices kept the economy on the shining path and managed to keep inflation under control. 

 Reduction in the cost of oil import- The prices of the oil have reduced more than half over the last decade. This has 

helped India to save huge foreign exchange. 

 Limiting trade imbalance- The decrease in oil prices also had positive impact on the trade imbalance of the India 

which was heavily tilted in favor of import. 

 Indian government could pocket the windfall gains through the decrease in the oil prices. This has also encouraged 

the government to increase the strategic reservoir of oil. 

 Decrease in the remittances from the gulf- The global economic slowdown and thereby decreasing oil prices have 

made adverse impact on the remittance coming to India from the gulf region. 

Conclusion– 

Thus the decrease in oil prices had largely positive effect on India. Further OPEC needs to resolve the internal issues 

and reduce the oil production to enhance the collective bargaining prices. 

 

Q) Critically analyse the nature of relationship between India and Israel. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

India and Israel established full diplomatic relations in 1992 and since then the bilateral relationship between the two 

countries has blossomed at the economic, military, agricultural and political levels. Nature of India-Israel relationship- 

Nature of India-Israel relationship- 

 A cautious beginning- 

Relations between Jerusalem and New Delhi were not always warm. Although both countries gained their independence 

from the United Kingdom within months of each other, they found themselves headed in pointedly different directions 

for nearly four decades – India as a leader in the Non-Aligned Movement that maintained close relations to the Arab 

world and the Soviet Union; Israel which linked its future to close ties with the United States and Western Europe. 

The formal diplomatic relations were opened in 1992 between the two in limited spheres initially. Since then the 

relationship has blossomed and strengthened gradually. 

 De-hyphenation of Israel and Palestine- 

One of the reason for not having formal diplomatic relations with the Israel initially was the India’s high moral stand on 

the issue of Palestine. However since 1992 India has separated the two issues. Thus even when India’s proximity with 

the Israel is increasing, it has not changed its stand on the Palestine issue. 

 Strategic relationship- 

Both countries see themselves as isolated democracies threatened by neighbors that train, finance and encourage 

terrorism, therefore both countries also view their cooperative relationship as a strategic imperative. 

 Defence ties forms the pivot of relationship- 

India and Israel have increased co-operation in military and intelligence ventures since the establishment of diplomatic 

relations. The rise of Islamic extremist terrorism in both nations has generated a strong strategic alliance between the 

two. India recently launched a military satellite for Israel through its Indian Space Research Organisation. 

India has purchased many military equipments and technologies to meet its internal and external security needs. For eg 

Barak missiles, Unmanned Ariel Vehicles (UAVs), Laser-guided bombs, Phalcon AWACS, anti-tank missiles etc. 

 Bilateral relations beyond the defence- 

1. Agriculture- India and Israel are cooperating closely in the field of agriculture since the last decade. The strongest 

instance of this are the Centers of Excellence, which were begun in 2009 and now exist in a large number of Indian 
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states. One of the interesting collaborations between Israel and India in the agriculture sphere is the Olive 

Plantation Initiative in Rajasthan. Plus, a number of states, the most recent example being Punjab, are keen to seek 

Israeli assistance in drip irrigation.  

2. IT start-ups- Tel Aviv has been ranked as number five in the world in terms of providing an ecosystem for 

entrepreneurs.  At the time when present Indian government is focusing on building entrepreneurial culture in 

India, the cooperation from Israel could prove the most important. At a time when a large number of countries 

are becoming more insular and imposing visa restrictions — with IT professionals being the biggest sufferers — the 

need for focusing on start-ups, especially in IT, is even more important. 

3. There are other areas too where both countries can enhance their cooperation. While in the area of education, 

exchanges between both sides are steadily rising, they remain way below the true potential. As of 2016, one-tenth of 

foreign students in Israel were from India. 

4. The number of tourists from India to Israel has witnessed an increase. In 2016, over 40,000 Indians visited Israel. 

India has been focusing on this aspect, and since 2015 efforts have been made to attract more Israeli tourists, 

especially those of Indian origin. An increase in the number of flights will give a spurt to tourism exchanges. 

Conclusion- 

With the visit of Indian PM Narendra Modi to Israel, the relationship between the two will only strengthen and 

encompass various dimensions of the bilateral relations. 

 

Q) In your opinion, what should be the role of the President in a secular and federal 

democracy like India? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

President is the pivotal figure in the political system like India. Though president has no real powers and had to act in 

accordance with the advice given by council of minister headed by Prime Minister, he/she can play important role in 

effective functioning of the vibrant democracy like India. 

Role of president in a secular and federal democracy like India- 

 The President of India has an enormously important role in the leadership of the country. This is not only because 

of the particularly assigned duties of the President in special circumstances, as in a political crisis of governance, 

but also because of the elevated standing of the head of the Republic in motivating and inspiring the secular 

democracy of India, guided by the Constitution. 

 When dictates of the Centre run counter to the legitimate rights and the traditional spheres of the States, the 

President certainly has a protective role that cannot be obliterated by the commands of the Centre. 

 Constitution visualizes President as an important part of our federal structure. Elected members of state legislative 

assemblies are part of his electoral college and he/she is the authority to appoint inter-state council under article 

263 of Indian constitution. He/she can defend this federal system by making the appointment of governor fair and 

by putting his own opinion during the imposition of presidential rule in the state (article 356). 

 The President has potentially a hugely important role in insisting on fair treatment of all the people in the country 

and the immediate stopping of “vigilante justice in India.” 

 President is considered as politically neutral figure. He does not promote ideology of any political party. In current 

religiously tensed situation he/she can act as symbol of fairness because of his/her unbiased attitude. 

 A President can be quite tough and ultimately effective in asking the government to reconsider its priorities, 

especially when rights and fair treatment of countrymen are threatened, and to take another area of serious 

transgressions when education, science and freedom of thought are undermined. 

 Within his or her constitutional as well as evocative roles, a strong President can make a major contribution in 

inspiring us to stand up for fairness for all sections of the people. 

 President has wide ranging power during the hung parliament (when no party wins majority) and during coalition 

government which he should use wisely and insightfully. 
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 President has a constitutional duty under article 60 of the Indian constitution to protect, preserve and defend the 

Constitution and to administer the process in accordance to the constitution whose central philosophy is 

democratic in nature. 

Conclusion- 

President is the head of union of India and occupies the first position in the table of precedence. He/she has a role 

beyond just being a rubber stamp which he can perform by becoming the voice of serenity and fairness as suggested by 

Noble laurate Amartya Sen. 

 

Q) Do you think India’s image as soft power is over? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express  

Soft power- 

 Soft power is a concept developed by Joseph Nye of Harvard University to describe the ability to attract and co-

opt rather than by coercion (hard power), using force or giving money as a means of persuasion. Soft power is the 

ability to shape the preferences of others through appeal and attraction. 

 It can be contrasted with ‘hard power’, which is the use of coercion and payment. Soft power can be wielded not 

just by states but also by all actors in international politics, such as NGOs or international institutions. It is also 

considered the “second face of power” that indirectly allows you to obtain the outcomes you want. 

 A country’s soft power, according to Nye, rests on three resources: “its culture (in places where it is attractive to 

others), its political values (when it lives up to them at home and abroad), and its foreign policies (when others see 

them as legitimate and having moral authority). 

 Though slower to yield results, soft power is a less expensive means than military force or economic inducements 

to get others to do what we want. 

Why India’s image as soft power is being considered to be reduced? 

The present government led by Bhartiya Janata Party is said to be more firm and decisive in dealing with the matters of 

national security. It is also being projected to take recourse to the hard power whenever required. 

 India conducted counter-insurgency operations in Myanmar to destroy the training camps of Naga militants. 

 In a daring move, Indian Army conducted surgical strikes along the LOC to remove and destroy the hideouts of 

terrorist who infiltrate into India through the Line of Control. 

 After the Uri attack, India cancelled its participation in the SAARC meet and also persuaded other SAARC members 

to boycott the same. 

 In a tit for tat move, India highlighted atrocities committed by Pakistan in Balochistan region which is demanding 

separation from Pakistan. 

 The government allowed Dalai Lama to visit Tawang region despite the persistent protest by China. 

Despite all these factors, it cannot be said that India has moved completely away from soft power and has become a hard 

power. Even with such events there are many factors that shows, India still possesses features of soft power. Some of 

them are- 

 Indian government continues to pursue the policies of soft power by making financial grants, donations and 

cheaper loans to the other developing countries. For eg. India launched the South Asia Satellite for the benefit of 

the whole south Asia region, building of Parliament and Dam in Afghanistan. 

 India offers educational and employment opportunities to the students of the many African and other Asian 

nations. India also continues to train the officers of the Bhutan, Nepal etc through Indian Army. 

 On June 21 every year, the world observes International Day of Yoga. A United Nations resolution to this effect that 

India moved in the General Assembly in 2016 was co-sponsored by an unprecedented 170 countries. It reflected 

yoga’s immense popularity worldwide and underscoring India’s richness as a soft power resource. 

 Indian diaspora is one of the largest in the world that has created and continues to create the good-will for India 

through the spread of Indian values and culture in different nations. 

 Indian cinema (Bollywood) has emerged as a strong bonding factor for people around the world with the India. 
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Conclusion– 

India boasts an amazing variety and wealth of soft power resources. Its spiritualism, yoga, movies and television soaps, 

classical and popular dance and music, its principles of non-violence, democratic institutions, plural society, and cuisine 

have all attracted people across the world. Indian foreign policy analyst C Raja Mohan observed that India holds “strong 

cards in the arena of soft power” to further its foreign policy goals. Thus despite having some of the elements of the hard 

power in India’s foreign policy, India continues to be harbinger of soft power. 

 

Q) Should India take the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) seriously? 

Substantiate and discuss how should India use SCO in case it become its full member. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is an Eurasian political, economic, and security organisation, the 

creation of which was announced on 15 June 2001 in Shanghai, China by the leaders 

of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan; the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 

Charter was signed in June 2002 and entered into force on 19 September 2003.These countries, except for Uzbekistan, 

had been members of the Shanghai Five group, founded on 26 April 1996 in Shanghai. India and Pakistan have joined 

SCO as full members on 9 June 2017 in Astana, Kazakhstan. 

Why should India take the SCO seriously? 

India had long awaited for the membership of SCO. India’s membership of the SCO is a manifestation of the reality that 

India’s interests are as much in the Indian Ocean as the Eurasian landmass. Srinagar and Leh are nearly at the same 

latitude as Kabul and north of Lhasa and Kandahar. 

 Inclusion in a Eurasian body will improve India’s international standing given that SAARC is a non-starter. India’s 

entry into the SCO would help India get greater access to regional markets and its politico-strategic dynamics. 

 SCO membership will give a boost to India’s ‘Connect Central Asia Policy’, which has been on a steady path for 

some time now. The policy was drafted in 2012 during the first India-Central Asia Dialogue. So far, four rounds of 

the dialogue have taken place, with the last one held in New Delhi in 2016. 

 India’s foreign policy has become visibly proactive. It is attempting to leave its mark in regions such as Southeast 

Asia, Central Asia and Africa, as evidenced by Prime Minister Modi having visited as many as 45 countries since 

2014. Apart from bilateral ties, India has been attempting to engage countries at the multilateral level, too. 

Recently, for instance, India hosted the annual meet of the African Development Bank in Gandhinagar. 

 India’s full membership of the grouping would extend its reach to the entire Central Asian region where India has 

established itself as a major stakeholder in its peace and stability. That India is poised to play a constructive role in 

the heart of Asia is demonstrated by its interest in joining the SCO as full member. 

 The SCO summit will provide an opportunity to address the menace of terrorism which has affected the peace and 

stability of the entire region. Most importantly, since the SCO has a mechanism to deal with the issue of terrorism, 

the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure, it will provide India with a platform to highlight terrorism and push Pakistan 

to address the problem. 

 SCO membership will be India’s gateway to Central Asia, which is considered as one of the resource-rich regions 

in the world. The membership will allow India to have greater access to the region’s resources and facilitate further 

cooperation with countries of the region. 

How India should use SCO? 

 The SCO membership offers multiple opportunities to Indian diplomacy. First, it provides a platform for India to 

engage Pakistan in a wider regional setting. Our ties with Islamabad are not going to be permanently frozen as they 

are now. In fact, the SCO platform may be a good way to unfreeze them by pushing Pakistan to enable India’s 

overland access to other SCO countries. It is true that Pakistan can always be counted on to cut its nose to spite its 

face. But some prodding by other members like China and Russia could help and it is difficult to believe that 

Pakistan will maintain its blockade forever. 
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 Second, it is an opening for India to reach out to China, bilaterally as well as to deal with Pakistan. China is seeking 

to promote its China-Pakistan economic corridor. But Chinese investments in Pakistan will not provide the returns 

they seek, unless the Pakistani economy is integrated with the larger South Asian region. China is not unaware of 

India’s importance as a market and as a destination of its overseas investment. It is for this reason, it has taken a 

fairly relaxed stance on New Delhi’s rejection of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). 

 Third, it provides India with a hedge for its maritime strategy which emphasises cooperation and developing 

security networks with the US, Japan, Australia and Vietnam. With the US pulling out of the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership and its posture on the erstwhile Asian pivot uncertain, India needs to shore up its continental strategy. 

Even Japan is now backtracking a bit and seeking to reach out to China by supporting BRI and considering 

membership in the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. 

 Moscow has never been too enthusiastic about China’s goals of closer integration of China, Russia and Central Asia 

because it considers its former republics as part of its own sphere of influence. Even today, though there is formal 

cooperation between the BRI and the Eurasian Union, the latter keeps Chinese trade away from Central Asia, to 

the extent that it can. Russia is an old friend of India because they have a congruence of interests. The SCO will 

now have a roughly triangular shape with China, Russia and India being three important points and given China’s 

growing military power and its economic strength, India and Russia may find common cause in shaping the future 

of Eurasia. 

Conclusion- 

As India enter the SCO, it need to look at the larger context of Asian geopolitics, and the inroads China has already made 

and plans to make through BRI. As PM Modi hinted, India is not without options such as its Chahbahar scheme and the 

International North–South Transport Corridor. But this requires resolute leadership, especially since the Trump 

administration seems determined to rock the Iran agreement boat. 

 

Q) “Regional cooperation in South Asia is difficult not only because of the geographical, 

historical and cultural complexity of the region, but more so because of the lack of stable 

leadership emanating from the bigger states like India.” Critically comment. (200 Words) 

EPW 

South Asia is lacking in regional cooperation on issues like security, economic development and cross border infiltration, 

etc. There is a huge potential that exists in South Asia as being home to world’s one forth population and containing 

world’s 3.4% land. Despite being geographically unique and enriched with natural resources, South Asia still couldn’t 

able to achieve prosperity in all spheres. All countries are ranking far poor in Human Development Report, World 

Happiness Report etc. Region is facing severe challenges in terms of terrorism, drug trafficking, increasing extremism, 

cross border issues, disputes over marine resources etc. Regional Cooperation groups like SAARC haven’t able to achieve 

the goals. 

Major problems – 

 Lack of strong leadership, which is being exploited by countries like china. 

 Failure of regional groups like SAARC to bring the issue of state sponsored terrorism on world platform. 

 Lack of unity among regional countries on issues like terrorism, cross border infiltration, trafficking etc. 

 Huge untapped potential of Indian Ocean. 

Due to its inherent structure, big country like India is facing challenges in providing leadership to regional cooperation. 

The challenges are – 

FEDERAL STRUCTURE – 

 State level interests are giving challenges to national interest like Tamil Nadu fisherman issue, Teesta agreement, 

etc. 

 Due to era of coalition, union government is not willing to go beyond the interest of states 

 Many states are making their own foreign policy based on their narrow interest of foreign investments which 

sometimes goes against national interest 
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 Due to highly diverse nature of society, it is getting challenging to bring all states on same boat in arena of foreign 

policy. 

POLICY INSTABILITY – 

With change in the government , the policies also change and so do the diplomatic relations. This leads to continuous 

instability in the stand the government takes. 

RELATION WITH NEIGHBOUR- 

Our unfriendly relations with Pak need no mention. Pak govt’s restraint in granting India the most favored nation (MFN) 

trade status, in return India suspended trade dialogue to supply 500MV power to Pak. Also recently India -China relation 

got strained due to CPEC issue. This reduces support from neighbors in regional cooperation. 

DOMESTIC SKIRMISH- 

Eg.  India voted against Sri Lanka in UN human rights council due to protest by Tamilians who empathize with Srilankan 

Tamils. This strained our relations with Sri Lanka. 

SECURITY THREAT- 

India is busy in dealing with domestic threats like Naxalism, Maoism, that foreign policy has taken back seat. Cross 

border immigration problem aggravate relation with countries like Bangladesh, Myanmar. 

eg. conflict between India’s Hindu group and migrated Muslims of Bangladesh. 

Conclusion – 

In southern Asia, every country should rise above their narrow interests and should work towards better regional 

cooperation. Otherwise as terrorist groups like IS which already started targeting countries like Bangladesh, Pakistan 

may take advantage of the situation here, just like middle east. Given its strategically important position on global map, 

and its rapidly growing economy with its magnificent resources and huge demographic potential, India could lead in 

south Asia. A collaborative and non-conflict-ridden centre-state relationship could do wonders in this. 

 

Q) Critically analyse convergences and divergences in the India-Russia relations over the 

past decade. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Indo-Russian relations refer to the bilateral relations between the Republic of India and the Russian 

Federation. During the Cold War, India and the Soviet Union (USSR) enjoyed a strong strategic, military, economic and 

diplomatic relationship. After the collapse of the USSR, Russia inherited the close relationship with India, even as India 

improved its relations with the West after the end of the Cold War. 

Traditionally, the Indo-Russian strategic partnership has been built on five major components: politics, defence, civil 

nuclear energy, anti-terrorism co-operation and space. 

Background :- 

There has been a certain depressing pattern in India-Russia relations over the past decade. Annual summit-level 

meetings have been marked by expressions of nostalgia for the glory days of Indo-Soviet friendship , declarations of 

solemn intent to take contemporary relations to new heights and highlighting common perspectives even as the two 

countries mostly go their respective ways. The St. Petersburg Declaration issued at the end of Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi’s recent visit to Russia appears not much different in this respect. 

Convergence and Divergence :- 

 Pakistan : During the cold war, Pakistan was supported by the USA. This made Russia and India come together. 

Now, there is a divergence in this geopolitical aspect. Russia has conducted military exercises with Pakistan and is 

also exploring a potential market to it’s defence industry. Russian backing of Pakistan at BRICS Summit is a 

testimony of this divergence. 

 China: The hostilities between Russia and China faded away after the cold war. Today, China is the largest importer 

of Russian defence products. Though, Russia is concerned of growing Chinese influence, it needs China to counter 

US and West European nations. This divergence also makes India’s membership in SCO less fruitful. 
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 Post-Cold War: Indian markets were open for world as result of post 1991 liberalization. As a result strategic 

partnership between Indo-Russia is no longer stronger. 

 Russia’s priority to western Europe is also a cause of concern for India 

On the other hand, there are significant convergences in defence and energy sector between India and 

Russia. 

 India is the large market for Russian Nuclear and defence exports. India also needs the advanced technology from 

Russia in these crucial sectors for national and energy security purposes. 

 India should also be ready to realize a convergence in the mutual concern of China in the long term. 

 Both nation give Priority for Multipolar world in terms of nature and necessity of Multipolar world 

 Terrorism : Both the countries face lot of problem Due to Terrorism, We have Tied Bilateral agreements to combat 

against Terrorism, We do Army exercise “INDRA” 

Conclusion :- This 18th annual India-Russia summit appears to have been more substantive than the previous ones, 

and one hopes that in a rapidly evolving geopolitical landscape, India and Russia find a more realistic basis and more 

compelling reasons to work together. One’s assessment of Russia’s foreign policy remains: its current closeness to China 

is tactical; its long-term interest both globally and in its neighbourhood are not aligned with China. India should pursue 

its relations with Russia keeping this reality in mind. 

 

Q) In the light of roll our of GST and rapidly evolving nature of globalization, how should 

India realign its trade policy? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

India’s commerce ministry is conducting a mid-year review of its trade policy to closely align it with the roll-out of the 

goods and services tax (GST) on 1 July. However India needs to realign its trade policy not only with the GST but more 

importantly to the shifting framework for global trade and the rapidly evolving nature of globalization. 

How should India realign its trade policy? 

A) Trade policy with respect to GST- 

GST, once implemented, will, for the first time in India’s history, unify the nation into a common economic market, 

obviating the need for goods to be taxed each time they cross a state border. 

GST will affect all aspects of business in India, from decisions on investment location and product pricing to logistics 

and supply chain optimization; it is being widely applauded as a crucial reform that will facilitate India’s development 

trajectory. 

 Thus trade policy should now encourage more internal trade among the states which would ultimately benefit the 

consumers. 

 At the same time trade policy should take into account supply chain bottlenecks like infrastructural shortcomings 

plaguing the internal movement of the goods and services. For eg projects like Bharatmala, Sagarmala etc 

 The trade policy should encourage the digital platform to connect the sellers and buyers from the various parts of 

the country to break the cartelization of the traditional traders which minimizes the producers’ profit. 

 As GST is destination based tax, Union government should encourage the competitive and cooperative federalism 

among the states to increase their trade capacities. 

B) Trade policy with respect to changing nature of globalization- 

How the nature of globalization is changing? 

Deep resentment against globalization’s misaligned distribution effects, a widening wage gap and increasing inequality 

have given birth to an aggressive brand of nationalism. Strands of these have now found utterance in the economic and 

political policies of many countries. Brexit in the UK was sold as regaining economic independence from the European 

Union. US President Donald Trump’s executive decisions on trade (withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, 

restricting H1B visas, threatening the North America Free Trade Agreement) or geopolitical moves (hectoring European 
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leaders or abandoning the Paris climate change agreement) were custom-built to address localized grievances. Both 

countries are now seen as flag-bearers of a neo-isolationist doctrine. 

Australia, New Zealand and Singapore are also following in the US’ footsteps, complicating India’s traditional trade 

matrix. The picture is further muddied by two momentous shifts occurring in the subcontinent’s neighbourhood. One is 

the ambitious Belt-Road initiative, a vehicle designed to rejuvenate China’s surplus domestic capacity and to give 

expression to its expansionist aspirations. The second is the recent schism in the Gulf with Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain, 

the United Arab Emirates, Libya, Yemen and the Maldives collectively imposing informal sanctions against Qatar by 

shutting down transport links and choking essential supplies. 

 One is to prepare for less reliance on traditional trade partners in the West while increasing India’s trade and 

investment footprint in alternative markets, such as the African continent. India started looking at Africa seriously 

after the launch of economic reforms in 1991 and then with renewed vigour after the 2008 crisis. 

However, promises to increase two-way trade between India and Africa to $90 billion by 2015 have remained largely 

unfulfilled. India’s trade with Africa touched $56.7 billion during 2015-16, down from $72 billion in 2014-15. The drop 

is largely due to the fall in oil prices, which contracted India’s import bill with Nigeria. Meanwhile, China-Africa two-

way trade touched $215 billion during calendar 2014. 

 Second, there is a need for a clear link between India’s trade policy and Make-In-India, including strategic linkages 

through global value chains. 

Policy clarity will be required whether India desires domestic manufacturing platforms that double as supply hubs for a 

global market, or assembly units that can be folded up and relocated elsewhere when cost arbitrage dries up (Chinese 

mobile units are perhaps a good example). Trade policy may be able to play a role here. 

 Finally, there is trade in services. There seems to be a concerted move within the rich countries—through the 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development—to open up trade in services, including movement of 

professionals. This has been India’s longstanding demand because trade in services has been asymmetric so far—

high in capital flows, information and communication technology, but low in free movement of professionals. 

Rising unemployment, particularly in Europe, could be driving Western agencies to prise open employment markets 

elsewhere. India’s demand (and strategy) for trade facilitation in services should find some articulation in the revised 

trade policy. 

Conclusion- 

Thus India has more challenges on the external front than internal one. Hence India’s trade policy should not only 

realign with the GST but should also move ahead with the rising protectionism in the world and dealing with the 

aggressive economic neighbor.  

 

Q) India will be faced with a daunting challenge as the construction and other activities 

pick up in China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) through Pakistan Occupied Kashmir 

(PoK) in the years ahead. In this light, should India reconsider negotiating again with 

China regarding CPEC? What negotiating terms should India explore? Discuss. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- China–Pakistan Economic Corridor  is a collection of infrastructure projects that are currently under 

construction throughout Pakistan. Originally valued at $46 billion, the value of CPEC projects is now worth $ 

62 billion. CPEC is intended to rapidly modernize Pakistani infrastructure and strengthen its economy by the 

construction of: modern transportation networks, numerous energy projects, and special economic zones. On 13 

November 2016, CPEC became partly operational when Chinese cargo was transported overland to Gwadar Port for 

onward maritime shipment to Africa and West Asia. 

Should India consider negotiating with China :- 

India has not participated in recently organized Belt and Road forum summit held in Beijing on bet of sovereignty issue 

and gave a clear stand to China about her position on BRI and CPEC. But this initial position of India has been seen as 

short-term tactical requirements and it does not answer what should be India’s long-term strategy on this issue. The 

following points will throw the light on reconsideration of negotiation with china regarding CPEC. 
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 Offered to change the name of CPEC : Renaming of CPEC can dilute the prominence of Pakistan in this project and 

rerouting can also be negotiated. 

 Extension of CPEC: Extension of CPEC western arm to Afghanistan and an eastern arm to India. If this can be 

agreed upon, then India can export its goods via the eastern arm both to Afghanistan and to Xinjiang and beyond 

to Central Asia. We have long desired a land link to Afghanistan and to Central Asia and this would be a major 

strategic gain for us. If this could be negotiated, it would represent a major strategic gain for us. 

 Tough stand on Indo -Pak border activity: Any uncertain activity along the border which is dangerous for India 

should be closely watched and take into consideration while building CPEC. 

 Against terrorism activity in the CPEC area: India should exert the pressure to China and Pakistan about terrorism 

activity along this area. 

 

The following negotiating terms India needs to ensure :- 

 Exploring Economic Benefits: India also stands to gain economically from the CPEC if it wishes to collaborate. The 

CPEC can help increase India’s access to both the Middle Eastern and Central Asian countries. It will also speed up 

projects like the China-Iran railway project and the India-Iran gas pipeline which has seen resistance from 

Pakistan. This can be done through an extended CPEC western arm to Afghanistan and one to India which will 

benefit India immensely. 

 Integrate CPEC with Project Mausam :- India’s Project Mausam in the Indian Ocean is seen a response to China’s 

expansionist ventures in maritime development. But, China is keen to establish itself in the South Asian belt by 

integrating Project Mausam with CPEC. India could be open to deliberating more on whether any sort of integration 

of activities is possible without compromising Indian interests. 

 Consultative process with regards to activities in PoK :-The first negotiation term could be to bring in all disputed 

parties on board with regards to CPEC activities in GB. While this may seem ambitious, the negotiation should 

focus on obfuscating Pakistan’s complete control over the disputed regions. This can only be done if India is an 

economic partner in the CPEC program (which can subsequently be renamed) 

 Mutual interest of china and India :- The India must explore option of expanding CPEC to Afghanistan toward west 

and east towards India this also solved issue of china’s complete backing for Pakistan and India’s reach to 

Afghanistan and to Xinjiang and beyond to Central Asia. This would be a major strategic gain. 
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Q) Do you think the rift between Qatar and other Arab nations is sustainable in the long 

run? How ill this rift affect India? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The recent diplomatic rift between Qatar and other Arab states — like Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, UAE and 

Egypt — has again highlighted the geopolitical significance of the region beyond the oil factor. It emerged as a result of 

an allegation that the small gas-rich country supports and funds terror through its support of Iran and Muslim 

Brotherhood, a Sunni Islamist political group outlawed by both Saudi Arabia and the UAE. 

The rift between two groups and that too both countries being a part of the Gulf cooperation council(GCC) seen through 

the prism of Globalisation prove that the rift cannot sustain in the long run. 

 

The following points probe into the finer details exemplifying the above statement- 

 Oil economy of Qatar – 70 % of Qatar’s GDP is made up of petroleum and gas.IT depends on imports for FOOD , 

machinery , technology from other countries. interestingly Saudi Arabia and UAE feature in the top 10 list of 

importer countries to Qatar. This dependence can quell the fire raging between Saudi and Qatar or else thousands 

of people will STARVE. 

 Actual Intent – The actual intent of sanctions are against Iran. Iran is a close aide to Qatar but due to the present 

deliberation made by countries like Kuwait and the deliberation within the halls of GCC , the sanctions may be 

lifted without getting prolonged. 

 Growing terrorist attacks – The recent growth in terror attacks in countries like UK, France ,Germany etc will 

prompt these countries to take a tougher action against terrorism(ISIS) by using the NATO alliance strength. The 

United States has its largest army base in Qatar which is very crucial in its attacks against ISIS , so without Qatar 

in the ship , the ship may fail to reach its destination.(Destination – i.e to fight ISIS) 

 FIFA – football is the most watched sport in this planet. The FIFA 2022 is scheduled to be held in Qatar. Under the 

present sanctions Qatar may not be able to build the required infrastructure to conduct FIFA. Major European 

powers like France, Germany , England who are die hard fans of football may play an important role in the lifting 

of the sanctions. 

Impact on India :- 

 India would hope that differences between Qatar and Gulf countries, which are home to 8 million Indians and vital 

to India’s energy supply, are amicably sorted out as soon as possible. 

 Indians are the largest expatriate community in Qatar, the same way they are in Saudi Arabia and the UAE — the 

two key countries who are in the opposite camp. And, the immediate worry is the trouble Indians would face as 

measures to isolate Qatar would hit them there in terms of their travel. 
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 India also has robust defence and energy ties with Qatar. India is the third largest export destination for Qatar 

(behind Japan and South Korea) and ranks at 10th position for Qatar’s imports. 

 As regards the impact of sanctions on India, it depends on Qatar for 90% of its natural gas requirements and hence 

is likely to maintain its good relationship with the monarchy. The Qatar Airways flights between India and Doha 

will be affected as following the UAE’s decision to not allow its air space to be used, the flights will now have to get 

routed through Iran. 

 

Q) Why is upcoming visit by the Indian Prime Minister to the US is dubbed as his most 

difficult foreign trip during his tenure? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Prime Minister Narendra Modi will be on the most hazardous journey of his political-diplomatic life 

towards the end of June for his maiden encounter with U.S. President Donald Trump. The sweet bonhomie between 

India and US meticulously generated in the last 10-15 years hit a roadblock with the advent of Donald Trump and thus 

the upcoming visit by Indian Prime Minister (PM) to US is dubbed as his most difficult foreign trip which can be gauged 

from the following: 

 Cultural – Safety of Diaspora: A number of hate crimes against Indian in America have been perpetrated on 

xenophobic grounds and there has been lack of comprehensive steps to avoid the same in future. 

 Economy: India’s exports in general and competitiveness of IT sector in particular (H1b visas) have been impacted 

tremendously. US has aimed to restrict trade with countries that have burgeoned their whopping trade deficit. 

India being one such country shall be affected negatively. 

 Climate Change: US reneging on Paris deal and accusing India of targeting US shall be a difficult bone to pick. 

 Terrorism: Repeated threats India faces form the terrorism emanating from Pakistan and US’s continued supply 

of monetary aid to Pakistan to ostensibly eliminate terrorist safe heavens. 

 China factor: Growing resurgence of China and it’s policy of strategically circling India from all corners. 

 Losing an old friend: the drifting of India’s longstanding ally Russia towards Pakistan and china due to independent 

geopolitical reasons. 

 Europe factor: Political uncertainty in European union following Brexit, which happens to be on good terms with 

India. European disintegration doesn’t bode well for us. 

 Environment and energy :- .India’s stand to support Paris Accord is in stark contrast to Trumps’ liking. Trump has 

already accused India of leveraging the Accord to get billions of dollars without curbing its carbon emission. 

American funding and technology for setting up of Atomic reactors in India, after bankruptcy of Areva and 

Westinghouse, would also be a bone for contention between the two. 

Conclusion :- All the aforementioned problems require proactive American assistance in form of strategic and 

economic aid. That would be possible only when the American regime is more sensitive to India. The prime minister will 

have a clear cut task of convincing US that in India’s benefit lies their benefit. 

 

Q) Examine the role of Chinese and Pakistan factors in shaping the relations between 

India and the US. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- In the foreign policy, the calculus of the relation between two countries are often influenced by various 

other countries. Indo-US relation is no exception with China and Pakistan factors playing an important role in how the 

relation is shaped. It can be seen from the following: 

Pakistan impact :- 

 India has complained of American lack of sympathy for its concerns in its policy towards Pakistan. There has been 

increasing appreciation among Washington’s strategic thinkers and policymakers of Pakistan’s duplicity in the 

conflict in Afghanistan. 
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 That Pakistan exports terror to its neighbouring countries has now been stated in multiple government documents 

and Congressional hearings. However, successive U.S. administrations have viewed India’s attempts to influence 

America’s Pakistan policy with scepticism. While India wants the U.S. to rein in Pakistan’s sponsorship of 

terrorism, it does not want American opinion on Kashmir — a position that American policymakers consider 

contradictory. 

 While Americans increasingly appreciate the fact that India has been a victim of Pakistani aggression, they also 

believe New Delhi could be more appreciative and supportive of American efforts to stabilise the region. Stabilising 

Pakistan and seeking a political deal with the Taliban have been part of that approach. 

Chinese factor :- 

 Security:Chinese aggression in South China Sea seen to affect various US allies has been a the pivotal concern in 

“US Pivot to Asia” with India acting as the main pivot to reign in Chinese aggression. India on its side has been 

vociferous about the Chines claim in Arunachal Pradesh and the recent passage of CPEC corridor in Kashmir. 

 Economic dominance:US recent economic downfall has been challenged by rise of Chinese. Trump administration 

had seen Chinese as “currency manipulator”. However, the rise of North Korea nuclear issue has changed the 

dynamics between the countries and cooperation between them is seen which doesn’t bode well for Indian interests. 

 Assertiveness of China in South China Sea. This has become root cause of India-US defence co-operation and 

maritime exercise like MALABAR Exercise  

 Chinese intends to reduce it dependency on supranational bodies like International Monetary Fund, World Bank. 

It is quite evident from establishment of AIIB,NDB etc. US perceives India has balancing force to China. This 

further reinforces India-US relationship 

 Establishment of SCO as regional military organisation. This may be consider as counterpart of NATO. That’s why 

President Trump retracted from his earlier stand of dismantling NATO. So US is also giving India ‘Major Defence 

Partner Status’ 

Conclusion :- As the relationship between India and the U.S. develops, Washington will need to pay close attention to 

the dynamics of the India-China relationship and be smart about its approach: Even though Washington and New Delhi 

share similar concerns regarding China, Indian officials will balk at any U.S. overture that appears to use New Delhi to 

contain or directly counter Chinese influence. India and China have a long history and a complicated relationship. Any 

misstep by the U.S. that puts India in an awkward political situation has the potential to damage overall U.S. interests 

in the region and limit the prospects for the U.S.-India relationship. 

Also in case of Pakistan playing it against India doesn’t hold much potential as Russia and China both are increasing its 

relationship with it and US need India to balance china in South East Asia. 

 

Q) Do you think the F-16 deal between India and the US would be a game changer for 

India? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Details on F 16 Falcon fighter: 

 The United States Air Force (USAF), some of its NATO partners, and Pakistan, a major non-NATO ally, are the 

primary operators of General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon. With the evolution of sales under Foreign Military 

Sales (FMS) contracts, many other air forces have also acquired F-16s. Most nations that have bought F-16s 

continue to use them as now. 

 The General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon is a single-engine supersonic multirole fighter aircraft originally 

developed by General Dynamics (now Lockheed Martin) for the United States Air Force (USAF). Designed as an 

air superiority day fighter, it evolved into a successful all-weather multirole aircraft. Over 4,500 aircraft have been 

built since production was approved in 1976. 

 The Fighting Falcon’s key features include a frameless bubble canopy for better visibility, side-mounted control 

stick to ease control while maneuvering, a seat reclined 30 degrees to reduce the effect of g-forces on the pilot, and 

the first use of a relaxed static stability/fly-by-wire flight control system which helps to make it a nimble aircraft. 

The F-16 has an internal M61 Vulcan cannon and 11 locations for mounting weapons and other mission equipment. 
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Details on F 16 deal: 

 The deal between Tata Advanced Systems Ltd and US aircraft major Lockheed Martin for the manufacture of the 

F-16 fighter jet is not a firm agreement to manufacture the F-16 in India, but only a letter of intent to assemble the 

plane in India if and when the Indian Air Force (IAF) chooses that platform. 

 40% of F-16 is Lockheed technology and 60% is proprietary technology owned by many sub system spread across 

the globe, which implies 60% of F-16 technology will be unavailable to India unless its signs deals with each of the 

hundreds and possibly thousands of sub-component manufacturers, some of whom are based in countries like 

Turkey that are less than enthusiastic about India. 

 The core crystal blade technology of General Electric, a US based company is off limits to even the closest US allies 

and is impossible to India. 

 This technology comes under International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR) which restricts the technology of US 

crown jewels to other countries. 

 F-16s, developed in the ’70s have already reached the optimum level of modernization. 

Silent features of this deal: 

 The beneficial part of the deal is the addition of effective fighter jet to our aircraft inventory and the creation of 

employment opportunities. 

 Though India may not have ‘technology transfer’ through the deal, it would establish strong platform for the 

participation of the private sector for the defence manufacturing in near future. 

 The deal is endeavor to diversify India’s military import and reduce the over-dependence on the Russian import. 

Concerns over the deal: 

 India is already operating more advance fighters like – MIG -29, Sukhoi MKI-30, Mirage 2000(Upgraded), even 

Tejas is 4th generation. Diversifying technology makes absorption tougher and maintenance costlier. 

 F-16 being owned by global manufactures, hence, Indian competitors may also gain access to it anytime. Therefore, 

India does not gain any strategic advantage with this deal 

 It’s unclear at this stage if the US government is willing to part with crucial technology – a key Indian demand. 

Since the Pakistan also flies the F-16, it’s unclear whether India would exercise control on future orders. 

 F-16s will become more obsolete by the time the first India-made ones roll out. 

 The concerns have also been raised over the capabilities of India to absorb the technology that the deal will provide. 

Being an anti-monopoly product it may not be considered as a game changer for India. Moreover there will always 

be an issue about the diplomatic cost the country may need to pay after bilateral military deals. 

 One of the arguments given for the support of F-16 is that purchasing the plane will mean India can effectively 

cripple the Pakistani F-16 fleet by controlling the supply of spare parts. The F-16 block 70 being sold to India is a 

vastly different beast from the F-16 block 50 sold to Pakistan. This means that the supplier chain India will get will 

be different from the supplier chain that Pakistan has access to. Indeed, the globalized supplier and manufacturer 

chain means that Pakistan’s tap can never be turned off. 

Conclusion- 

Although it is welcome change as private partners are increasing participating in the defence deal, the deal would be 

truly advantageous only when India receives critical technology from the foreign players. Thus government needs to 

ensure that India does not end up setting just assembly plant in India but gets true impetus to the Make-in-India 

program. 
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Q) Discuss the nature and challenges involved in bilateral issues which are yet to be 

resolved between India and the US. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The recent visit of Indian PM Narendra Modi to USA has brought an opportunity to resolve conflicting bilateral issues 

that have stained the India-USA relationship. Some of these issues are- 

Nature and challenges involved in bilateral issues which are yet to be resolved- 

Economic-Trade 

 America first Vs Make in India- 

President Donald Trump is determined to bring back the jobs that are outsourced to the developing countries like India. 

He has put forward America’s interest as of prime importance for dealing with any other nation. 

At the same time India is aiming for self-sufficiency in many technology intensive sectors like defence and R& D which 

may eventually result in less import. India is looking for technology transfer which is being opposed by the current 

market leaders as a threat to their income. 

 Service facilitation agreement: 

US and other developed countries have been less enthusiastic for free movement in services in which they view 

developing countries like India a threat for their local jobs. 

 H1 B Visas- 

Indians constitutes the largest number of H1B visa holders in the US and constitute as one of the largest group in high 

skilled sectors. The steep rise in H1B visa fee and enhanced regulation will harm the interests of Indians and is a sign of 

increasing protectionism in USA.  

 IPR issues- 

USA has accused India of not safeguarding the IPR rights of American companies and put India on priority watch list. 

However India has charged American companies of ever-greening of patents by making minor innovation changes. At 

the same time developing countries like India have high social responsibility of providing health and anti-poverty 

facilities to its huge population. Thus sometimes it needs to use tools like compulsory licensing. 

 Tariff reduction- 

India being a developing country compared to US which is a developed country, opposes tariff reduction as it may harm 

the agriculture and domestic industry from the american companies.  

Environmental- 

 Climate change funding: 

US under the president Trump administration has criticized that funding norms agreed in Paris summit is unfair to the 

Americans and give India and China free hand. Whereas India maintains that US and other developed countries have 

been the largest polluters and have gained enormously from the industrialization and thus there should be common but 

differentiated responsibilities. 

Geo-politiccal- 

 India-Iran-USA relations- 

India’s friendly relations with Iran have been contentious with the Americans who had repeatedly censured Iran with 

the sanctions. India has cordial relations with the Iran and India -Iran continued their oil trade in Rupees (rather than 

dollars) which was seen as snub to the Americans. 

 India-China-USA- 

The new government’s American policy on China is yet to consolidate. However there are indications of softening of 

American stand on South China Sea because Washington is seeking Beijing’s active help in containing North Korea. In 
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such situation it would be difficult for India to resist Chinese increased domination in Asia, Indo-pacific regions. India 

is wary of Chinese projects like OBOR, Gwadar port etc. 

Conclusion- 

Though there are number of bilateral issues yet to solve, India-USA have made rapid improvement in their relationship 

since the end of cold war. Both the countries have signed number of agreements like Indo-US civil nuclear deal, LEMOA, 

Arms transfer, NSG waiver etc. India-US relationship has much more potential and can be established as strong block 

against the Chinese domination. 

 

Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests, 

Indian diaspora 

Q) How is the approach of US government towards key issues changing dynamics of 

diplomacy around the world? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The present US government under the new President Donald Trump has convincingly shifted American policy on key 

global issues from his predecessor. This shift could cause far reaching effects on various countries, international 

institutions and key global agreements. 

Changing dynamics of diplomacy around the world- 

 Global efforts to arrest Climate change- 

Recently US president Donald Trump withdrew America from the Paris agreement on climate change. This could 

seriously hamper the efforts to arrest the climate change and to mitigate its ill effects. The withdrawal of USA would 

adversely affect the funding towards this cause and other nations may have to bear the more cost.  

 Multilateralism- 

The president Trump has also withdrawn USA from Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), thereby giving indication of 

America’s walk away from multilateral agreements. This could affect the global trade negatively and making trading 

opportunities more difficult for nations around the world. 

 Isolationism- 

President Donald Trump has challenged the key principles of NATO and has asked NATO members and other countries 

like Japan to bear the cost of their protection. This has made European and other countries dependent on the US security 

anxious and insecure. USA risks losing its influence from these countries. Japan is even considering amendment to its 

art 9 which prevents it from having full-fledged armed forces. 

 Immigration– 

President Trump has pledged to revive glory of America through the strict immigration policy and putting America’s 

interests above everything. The countries like Mexico, India, China and west Asian nations would be affected by such 

policy. The global talent may shift to some other country or region like Canada, Australia or Europe. This has could 

strain America’s relation with these countries. 

 Terrorism– 

President Trump has launched crusader against the terrorism in all forms and in all countries. The president has also 

acknowledged the role of states in sponsoring terrorism eg In Pakistan. Countries like India, Japan and European 

nations have supported his stance and there could be collective global efforts to fight terrorism. 

 Anti-China attitude- 

The present American government is wary of China’s rapid rise and considers it as challenge to their global supremacy. 

China’s aggressive attitude in South China Sea, establishment of new financial institutions like AIIB, and most 

importantly projects like ‘One Belt One Road’ etc have made USA susceptible of China’s aspirations. This has also made 

America to come closer to India and Japan in the region. 
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 New groupings- 

America’s persistent anti-Asad stance in Syria, its involvement in Afghanistan and anti-China attitude has helped to 

forge strong friendship between Russia and China. Further alienation of Pakistan could help to form Beijing-Moscow-

Islamabad axis which would disturb the regional and global peace. 

Conclusion– 

The approach of present American government could shift the global balance in favor of Russia and China and could 

change America’s policy continued after the 2nd WW. India needs to adapt to the new situation and work towards 

securing its own interests. 

 

Q) In the light of America’s decision to quit the Paris Accord, how should other countries 

and stakeholders go about dealing with climate change? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The Paris Agreement or Paris climate accord is an agreement within the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC) dealing with greenhouse gas emissions mitigation, adaptation and finance starting in the 

year 2020. The agreement was negotiated by representatives of 196 parties at the 21st Conference of the Parties of the 

UNFCCC in Paris and adopted by consensus in. 

The contributions that each individual country should make in order to achieve the worldwide goal are determined by 

all countries individually and called “nationally determined contributions” (NDCs). 

Withdrawal from Agreement 

Article 28 of the agreement enables parties to withdraw from the agreement after sending withdrawal notifications to 

the depositary three years after the agreement goes into force in that country, and the withdrawal is effective one year 

after the depositary is notified. 

In June 2017, U.S. President Donald Trump announced that the United States would withdraw from the agreement. In 

the agreement no provisions for non-compliance are stated. U.S.’s decision to quit Paris accord is a set back on the part 

of efforts made to mitigate problem of climate change. 

Probable impacts can be: 

 Withdrawal of America from Paris Climate Agreement, 2015 is a loss for the rest of the countries in terms of “Global 

leader” as well as “global investor”. 

 The move also nullifies, up to some extent, efforts made by other countries under Paris Agreement to control the 

ever declining climate condition as America itself is the highest emitter of Greenhouse gases. 

 Funding of developing countries and technological support is necessary if this pact has to succeed. Now the burden 

of funding by the developed countries would increase. 

 This action by the US can become a precedent to other countries to neglect their climate action responsibility, 

especially knowing that protectionist and conservative parties are becoming popular in developed countries. 

In such a scenario role of other countries and stakeholders could be – 

 Other countries need to make U.S. public sensitive on effects of climate change which in turn could work as pressure 

on its president to again come back to Paris accord to play their part in mitigation efforts. 

 They should try to take advantage of green jobs provided by use of renewable energy this could play a big role to 

bring U.S.back to the game in future as they will also not want to lose such job opportunities. 

 The member countries should form subgroups among themselves on basis of regional proximity, as they can meet 

more often than the whole member nations, and take steps to curb global warming on their own regional level. 

 All the developed or rich nations need to increase their participation in the agreement, boost the investment in 

developing and poor countries for widespread adoption of green technology. Green investments and technological 

export from agreement confirming countries should be provided with tax benefits. This would function as economic 

sanctions on non-confirming states. 
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 Countries should ink more bilateral and multilateral agreements on climate change to take the leverage of pooling 

of clean energy technology and relevant resources and thus expanding the supply base and consequently reducing 

the price of the clean energy and making it popular and affordable to poor countries. 

There is should be no return from the terms of the agreement; instead all stakeholders have to strengthen their 

commitment to climate action. 

 

Q) Recently many Arab nations boycotted Qatar. What challenges does this issue pose 

to India? How should India handle these challenges? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Qatar’s diplomatic crisis- 

 The 2017 Qatar diplomatic crisis began when several countries abruptly cut off diplomatic relations with Qatar in 

June 2017. These countries included Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, and Egypt. The severing of 

relations included withdrawing ambassadors, and imposing trade and travel bans. 

 Saudi Arabia and other countries have criticized Al Jazeera and Qatar’s relations with Iran, and accused Qatar of 

funding terrorist organizations. 

Challenges for India- 

 The Gulf-Qatar rift will send a caution message to corporate sector in India. The corporates have increased their 

businesses in Qatar and are looking forward to the vast potential in that country. Already India’s engineering 

exports to Doha have been hit following sanctions imposed on Qatar by gulf nations including Saudi Arabia. If these 

companies are to have smooth business opportunities, the recent crisis needs to be resolved. 

 Saudi Arabia and other gulf members have banned air travel from Qatar. Difficulties will be experienced by Indians 

resident in Qatar and wishing to travel to other Gulf countries or those resident in other Gulf nations wanting to 

visit Qatar. 

 India is the third largest export destination for gas from Qatar (behind Japan and South Korea). Qatar is the largest 

supplier of LNG to India, accounting for over 65 per cent of India’s global import and 15 per cent of Qatar’s export 

of LNG…And in case the crisis gets prolonged, prices of food items and essential commodities in Qatar could 

increase and affect the lives of 650-to-700,000 Indians. 

 There are around seven million people of Indian origin working in the Middle East. Security and stability in the 

region is hence of paramount importance for India. Further, the Indian diaspora in the region remits around $40 

billion a year. These funds are immensely valuable as they help India manage its current account deficit. 

 This could also affect remittances. A prolonged crisis could result in increased insecurity, reduced economic activity 

and stress on the 50 per cent or so of the total inward remittances that India receives from the Gulf. Any 

confrontation or uncertainty in Qatar or the wider Gulf region can have serious adverse implications for India. 

 Beyond a point, India cannot stay aloof. Given the range, expanse and depth of India’s interests and its rapidly 

expanding political, economic and strategic profile, sooner or later India will have to get more vigorously engaged 

in dealing with developments in this crucial region. 

How should India handle these challenges? 

 India needs to strike out a defter diplomatic policy to keep ties untouched. 

 India has good relations with almost all the gulf countries. Though India has called it internal matter of GCC, India 

should encourage both countries to come to negotiating table and find out amicable solution. 

 India should caution the corporate companies pursuing active business in gulf region to take view of all the factors 

that could threaten their business even for short time. 

 India can provide guidelines in advance to the Indian people there and make a blueprint for the actions that can be 

taken in future, if rift escalates further. 
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Conclusion– 

Though India is relatively safe from the adverse effects of the recent crisis, it cannot remain complacent of new 

developments. India should watch all the future moves carefully and should keep open its all cards to secure safety of 

huge diaspora living there. 

 

Q) Why is Qatar isolated in the West Asia? Especially, discuss the role of US in this issue. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

A longstanding war of words between Saudi Arabia and its oil and gas-rich neighbor Qatar has just exploded into open 

diplomatic warfare, threatening the US-led fight against ISIS and setting off a new wave of instability in the Gulf region. 

Reasons for the Qatar’s diplomatic crisis- 

 Tensions with Qatar’s Gulf Arab neighbours have grown in recent years as part of a tussle for regional leadership. 

Qatar has backed Islamist movements in the Middle East in the wake of the Arab Spring uprisings in 2011, to the 

chagrin of Saudi Arabia and the UAE in particular. It has also counselled improving relations with Tehran, the 

Saudi’s arch-enemy. 

 Tensions between Qatar and its neighbors skyrocketed last month after Qatar’s state-run news agency published 

an article in which the Qatar’s ruling emir, Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, was quoted praising Israel and Iran — 

Saudi Arabia’s biggest adversaries in the region. 

 Saudi Arabia and other countries have criticized Al Jazeera and Qatar’s relations with Iran, and accused Qatar of 

funding terrorist organizations like Muslim Brotherhood which is disliked by Saudi Arabia for its anti-inheritance 

stand . Qatar denied that it supports terrorism, given that it has assisted the United States in the War on Terror 

and the ongoing military intervention against ISIL. 
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Role of USA in precipitating Qatar’s diplomatic crisis- 

 Spark for the current crisis is said to be Donald Trump’s visit to the region, during which he robustly denounced 

Tehran. Some analysts have suggested that the Gulf states have been emboldened by Trump and the row with Qatar 

is a Saudi-led attempt to bring Qatar into line. 

 Trump’s recent deference to the country, as well as toward Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, may have made 

it feel it had the license to do things it might not have pulled off during the Obama administration. 

 President Obama held some degree of ambivalence toward the Saudis, and didn’t give them totally free rein to do 

whatever they wished to. He angered them with his efforts at the Iran nuclear deal, which Saudi saw as giving too 

much latitude to their foremost regional rival. And he upset the Saudis when he nixed a major arms deal with them 

before he left office, out of disapproval of the way they were handling their war on Yemen. The Saudis also felt 

humiliated by Obama’s failure to stop the passage of legislation designed to help families of the victims of 9/11 sue 

the Saudi government. 

 By contrast, Trump has spent his presidency so far railing against Iran and threatening to undo the nuclear deal; 

he also approved a$110 billion arms deal with Saudi; and he used his first trip to Saudi Arabia to pat autocrats in 

the region on the back and promise them he wasn’t there to “lecture” them on how to govern. 

Conclusion- 

The new rift in the Persian Gulf is in and of itself a big deal — it’s already being interpreted by some observers as the 

biggest diplomatic crisis in the region since the Gulf War in 1991. But the consequences will ripple beyond the region’s 

internal politics and seriously imperil US military operations in the region. Thus international institutions like UNO 

should take a lead role in diffusing the situation and to ensure that Saudi Arabia does not bully her neighbor as like 

Yemen. 

 

Q) The India-European Union (EU) free trade agreement (FTA) talks covering trade, 

investment protection and intellectual property, have remained deadlocked since 2013. 

Examine why. Also examine how would recent judgement by the European Court of 

Justice (ECJ) on the EU-Singapore FTA  affect India – EU free trade talks. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

India and the European Union continue to struggle to conclude a bilateral Free Trade Agreement even a decade after 

the negotiations were first launched in 2007. Germany is pushing for the conclusion of the agreement. With the forces 

of globalisation in a seeming retreat, India and the European Union should “make it a point to speak up for free trade. 

And look for a free trade agreement,” suggested Germany’s ambassador to India, Martin Ney, recently. 

Reasons for deadlock- 

FTA between India and EU has remained deadlock since 2013 because of following reasons:- 

 India has an interest in getting a favourable package on services, including declared interests in Information 

Technology and the movement of Indian professionals. 

 Market access for agricultural products, pharmaceuticals and textiles is also a priority for India to which EU is 

reluctant to guarantee. 

 For the EU, concessions in the financial services are the key while Indian government is yet to expose India’s 

financial market to other countries fully. 

 The EU is also keen on the automobile sector where it is seeking a reduction in tariffs, much to the consternation 

of the Indian automobile industry, as well as a strong intellectual property regime. 

 EU demands to bring down tariff rates which India disagrees as this means more import and less export. 

 EU’s non-tariff barriers – like labeling requirements, quality standards, trademarks norms have negative impact 

on India’s export of different goods. The latest example being the Alphonso mangoes. 

 EU is seeking for stringent intellectual protection (IP) standard which India is reluctant to grant as it means to 

compromise with public interests. 
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 India’s unilateral termination of bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with many EU countries has left European 

businesses worried about investment protection in India. 

How the judgement on EU-Singapore affect the India-EU free trade talks? 

The FTA between EU and Singapore had included the provision of Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) which gives 

investors a choice between bringing a dispute against a host state before the national court of the country where the 

investment has been made and submitting the dispute to international arbitration. 

The ECJ decided that EU had the exclusive competence over almost all aspects of the FTA barring non-direct foreign 

investment — also known as portfolio investment — and the ISDS mechanism. In other words, for agreements containing 

non-direct foreign investment and/or ISDS provisions, EU member states enjoy mixed competence to approve such 

treaties. This could have mainly three-fold effect. 

 Thus EU may negotiate FTA with India where disputes between investors and states would be resolved using the 

state-state dispute settlement (SSDS) mechanism. Given India’s protectionist stand on BITs and ISDS, as reflected 

in the 2016 Model BIT, India might be happy with this outcome.  

 Second, the EU could negotiate an FTA with ISDS provisions subject to the treaty being approved by all EU member 

states. However, this option is not feasible because all EU member countries might not ratify such an FTA. 

 Third, it could negotiate the main FTA without an ISDS provision but make ISDS provisions a subject matter of an 

optional protocol provided this is permitted under EU law. The optional protocol could theoretically bind the EU’s 

partner country and only those EU member countries that ratify it and thus give their consent to the removal of 

investor-state disputes from their jurisdiction. 

Conclusion- 

The Bilateral Trade Investment Agreement will be very significant for India-EU ties as this will be the first Free Trade 

Agreement for India not merely focused on the liberalisation of trade but also of investment. The conclusion of this 

agreement will be important not only for India’s further integration into the global economy but also to a give a boost to 

India-EU ties, which have failed to achieve their full potential. 

 

Q) Discuss the significance and impact of recent terrorist attack on Iran for regional peace 

in the Middle East. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

On 7 June 2017, two terrorist attacks were simultaneously carried out by five terrorists belonging to the Islamic State of 

Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) against the Iranian Parliament building and the Mausoleum of Ruhollah Khomeini, both 

in Tehran, Iran, leaving 17 civilians dead and 43 wounded. The shootings were the first terrorist attacks in Tehran in 

more than a decade, and the first major terror attack in the country since the 2010 Zahedan bombings. 

Significance- 

 Lacuna in security provisions: The recent attack has shown that there is a serious breach in the security provisions 

and arrangements. Iran would further tighten the security to prevent any such attack in the future. 

 Islamic State quickly claimed responsibility and if true, it would mean the militant group has finally succeeded in 

importing its divisive brand of random terror into the home of its principal Shia Muslim adversary. 

 The attack is yet another reminder that no country in West Asia is free from the threat posed by terrorists, and that 

the region has a collective responsibility to fight them. 

 Though ISIS is facing reversals from Iraq and Syria, the attack on Tehran (if charges made by Iran are true) shows 

that the organization still boasts with large militancy potential and could make further strides in west Asia. 

 Increasingly hostile rhetoric from both Iran and Saudi Arabia perceived to be playing on a Sunni-Shia face-off is 

an opportunity for terrorists to exploit and the Tehran bombing suggests they are at it.  

Impact- 

 Iran could retaliate to the attack of ISIS either through direct military action in Syria or more clinically and precisely 

by launching missiles on ISIS strongholds. 
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 The apparently coordinated assaults have been blamed by Iran’s hardline Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps 

(IRGC) on Saudi Arabia and, whatever the truth of the allegation, they are likely to have a big political impact far 

beyond Iran, stoking tensions with the US, Saudi Arabia and the Sunni Muslim monarchies of the Gulf. 

 Overturning the previous US president Barack Obama’s policy of limited engagement, president Trump had 

launched a blistering attack on Iran during his visit to Riyadh and he also demanded Iran’s international isolation, 

claiming Tehran was the world’s main exporter of “the fires of sectarian conflict and terror”. Thus the increase in 

tensions between US and Iran could lead to scrapping Obama’s landmark 2015 nuclear deal with Iran. 

 Isis has natural allies among militant groups in Iran’s restive south-eastern Sistan-Baluchistan province, which has 

a large Sunni population. In 2010, Sunni extremists linked to the Jundallah network killed 39 people at a mosque 

in the province. The recent terror attack could flare up the chain reaction by these groups too. 

Conclusion- 

Isis is at war, ideologically and militarily, with Iranian forces and allies in Syria and Iraq. In a video released in March, 

it vowed to “conquer Iran and restore it to the Sunni Muslim nation as it was before”. Thus Iran needs to step up its 

security arrangements to prevent any further attack. At the same time Iran should desist from making direct allegations 

against the Saudi Arabia till there are conclusive evidences to minimize the tensions in the region. 

 

Q) Critically comment on the role of capitalism in Trump’s decision to withdraw from the 

2015 Paris climate change agreement. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction :- Capitalism could be held responsible for US’s withdrawal from Paris climate deal to the extent that 

commitment to such protocols puts an obligation upon USA to cut down on greenhouse gas emissions. This leads to cut 

down on fossil fuel use which still drives factories in USA. Therefore productivity of US companies has suffered. 

Additionally, with not enough innovation still being done in field of renewable energy, any use thereof is economically 

costly idea. 

However, capitalism isn’t the only reason for this. Nationalistic jingoism has also played its role in US withdrawal from 

the deal.  

For example, lots of American jobs have been outsourced to countries like China which happens to be it’s strategic 

competitor. Not only has it led to America landing into BoP crisis with high CAD vis a vis China, greater dollar surplus 

with China has increased China’s leverage into American economy. 

Another factor is the rise of isolationism. Greater commitment to global treaties reinforces American commitment to 

globalisation which Trump doesn’t like. Globalisation also imposes upon USA the responsibility to be an active solution 

provider to problems like refugee crisis and terrorism. Trump considers them to be an unnecessary drag on USA 

economy. 

Thus it could be said that capitalism is not the sole reason for USA withdrawal form Paris climate deal. 

 

Topic: Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate. 

Q) “The U.S. withdrawal is an opportunity to make the rules of the Paris Agreement 

stronger and more ambitious.” Analyse. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

BACKGROUND – 

The U.S. is historically the largest contributor to climate pollution. It is currently the second-largest polluter in the world, 

and has one of the highest per capita emissions. 

 The Paris Agreement was designed for and pushed by the U.S. for its own convenience. As it didn’t want to take full 

responsibility and do its part, the U.S. pushed for an agreement that was a ‘common minimum denominator’. It made 

the commitments voluntary and the accord non-legally binding and non-punitive. 

U.S. have done little to help solve the climate change conundrum. It committed minimum emissions reduction: 26-28% 

below 2005 levels by 2025. 
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If we consider 1990 as baseline, the U.S. would have cut emissions by a mere 23% by 2030. In comparison, the then 28-

nation European Union’s commitment was to reduce emissions 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. 

S. WITHDRAWAL – 

 US withdrawal is not the worst that could happen, the worst would be US reducing its climate commitments. 

Because this would have violated the ‘progression principle’ of Paris Deal. This principle forbids countries from 

diluting their INDCs. 

 Accepting reduced US pledge would set a disastrous precedent. 

 US could have compromised future negotiations. 

 climate change will become a national buzzword in US, the exit will ignite a national debate. Several states in US 

support Paris Deal and this could transform US domestic climate politics. 

One of the unintended consequences of Mr. Trump’s decision to withdraw is that it has unified the world on climate 

change. This is an opportunity to strengthen the Paris Agreement, as follows – 

 Refusing to renegotiate Paris Agreement to reduce the commitments of the U.S. since any dilution of the agreement 

will make it worthless. 

 Isolating the U.S. during negotiations, since it remains a member of the agreement for the next four years and can 

potentially destroy it from within. 

 Making the rules of the Paris Agreement, being negotiated now, stronger and ambitious. 

 While other countries must step up their commitment to cut emissions, they should also put punitive measures, 

including economic and trade sanctions, to ensure that countries such as the U.S. don’t walk away. 

 India, China,EU should collaborate providing Leadership to the Paris pact. 

 Set higher targets, impose penalties on quitters to strengthen framework . 

Conclusion – 

Though USA’s withdrawal is definitely a setback for the agreement but the targets can still be achieved by the remaining 

countries with renewed planning and more ambitious targets. 

 

Q) What is the mandate and objectives of Financial Action Task Force? Discuss its 

importance for India – Pakistan relations. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Financial Action Task Force (FATF) was established by G7 to set standards and promote effective implementation of 

legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other related 

threats to the integrity of the international financial system. It can impose sanctions, restrictions on certain countries, 

issue advisories and chart out model policy agenda to be followed by other countries. 

Its objectives are to set various standards, and effectively implement the legal, regulatory and operational measures to 

combat money laundering, terrorist financing, and to protect the integrity of the international financial system. 

IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS- 

 Each country should take immediate steps to ratify and to implement fully the 1999 United Nations International 

Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism. 

 Each country should criminalize the financing of terrorism. 

 Freezing and confiscating terrorist assets. 

 Reporting suspicious transactions related to terrorism 

 Countries should take all possible measures to ensure that they do not provide safe havens for terror financing. 

 Countries should take measures to require financial institutions, including money remitters, to include accurate 

and meaningful originator information on funds transfers and related messages that are sent. 
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 The FATF monitors the countries’ progress in implementing the recommendations, by peer-views of the member 

countries. On the basis of the ‘scale’ of adherence, member countries get divided into ‘cooperative’ and ‘non-

cooperative’ (Black list) countries. 

 Countries that figure on its blacklist face significant problems accessing the international banking system because 

of the stringent checks that financial institutions subject their transactions to. 

FATF’S IMPORTANCE IN INDIA-PAKISTAN RELATIONS:- 

Its is an established fact that Pakistan sponsors terrorism to destabilize India, it runs many terrorist camps on its soil 

and many terrorist groups are provided safe heaven by Pakistan and its military. FATF is an international terror finance 

watchdog, after 26/11 terrorist attacks on Mumbai in 2008 FATF included Pakistan in its list of “Non-Cooperative 

Countries or Territories” commonly called the ‘FATF Blacklist’ that impose enhanced surveillance on the 

country’s financial system. This brought some respite to India in support of its claims that 26/11 attacks were framed on 

Pakistan soil under its indirect support.  

However , Pakistan was removed from the blacklist as it established legal and regulatory framework as complied by 

FATF but concerns were raised over its failure to honour its commitments to act against the financing of groups like 

Lashkar. Also many proxy accounts are being run openly by these groups to raise funds and are not shut by Pakistan 

which also proves the inefficiency of FATF to enforce the compliance over its members. 

FATF needs to tight its jaws over non cooperating countries and to properly stick by the UN resolution of 1267. Once 

Pakistan proves its commitment to curb terrorism on its soil, its relation with India would automatically start improving. 

 

Q)  Recently, the European Commission slapped on Google fine of €2.4 billion. Examine 

the reasons and what this huge fine means to Google. In the light of this episode, critically 

comment on the changing role of regulators.  (200 Words) 

Livemint 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The European Union has fined Google €2.42bn (£2.14bn) after a seven-year investigation into claims the technology 

giant abused its internet search monopoly. 

Reason- 

The Commission found that Google abused its dominance in the Internet search market to give itself an unfair advantage 

in another market — comparison shopping services. Google’s comparison shopping service disadvantaged competitors 

by placing them lower in its search results, systematically giving Google’s own services higher placement and greater 

visibility, leading to more clicks. 

What this huge fine means to Google? 

 Albeit the amount seems meagre with respect to total revenue of Google parent company Alphabet but seen in the 

context of its Europe Business it is more than the total revenue generated form one quarter of Europe. 

 The revenue from Google Shopping ads have been growing faster than Google’s traditional text ads.So this decision 

will certainly lead to sharp decline in revenues of Google. 

 Google could be further liable to litigations by other companies in other countries 

 It would have to face stiffer competition owing to a equal and free marketing space. 

 Ruling could guide future decisions on complaints around Google favouring its own products and services via its 

search engine. E.g. It promotes its own restaurant and travel listings over those of rivals. 

 Dependent on product listing ads which have been growing faster in recent years than Google’s traditional text ads. 

So it probably needs to make the required changes. 

Changing role of regulators- 

 Old Rules apply to new: The old idea that market power cannot be used to stop competition, a result of which is a 

lowering of consumer choice and welfare, is good even when the market is new and changing rapidly, as happens 

at the technological frontier.  
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 Old Rules apply to new: The old idea that market power cannot be used to stop competition, a result of which is a 

lowering of consumer choice and welfare, is good even when the market is new and changing rapidly, as happens 

at the technological frontier.  

 Physical boundaries getting meaningless- As the relationship between citizens, their governments, media and 

technology is being transformed, regulatory powers are being extended to transnational companies. 

 The goal of Business facilitation is overtaken by prioritizing consumer’s choice and welfare over Market economy. 

Conclusion- 

The case is seen as a landmark moment as politicians grapple with the growing power of US technology giants, and a 

test case for how governments will rein them in. It has sparked transatlantic tensions, with Washington accusing 

Brussels of anti-American bias. The Google has disagreed with the decision and decided to appeal. But at least for now, 

Google’s shopping services will take a hit. 

 

 

 

***** 
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